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Editor’s Page
From the Editor

Hey, SOA!
Congratulations on completing our craziest
school year yet. Everyone’s going to have a multitude
of stories to tell about their experiences at school
during the pandemic, from wearing masks for eight
hours to seeing half their peers on the Promethean
Board.
For this issue of Applause, we’re celebrating
the senior class of 2021, who have shared their
reflections with us. So many kids at SOA look up to
you guys, and it’s sad but exciting seeing people
we’ve known for so long go off to other adventures.
We wish you the best of luck!
In addition to being layout editor, I will also
be taking on the role of editor-in-chief on the Applause staff next year. I had a great time
working on the paper this year with Logan Baker and Clara Collins, and I’ll do my best to
be as great an editor as they have been. See you next year, and have a great summer!
Your new editor-in-chief,
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2021 Rose Maree Myers
Scholarship Winner Announced

Visual Arts major Enrique Boyd was named the
winner of the eleventh annual Rose Maree Myers
Award, a $1000 scholarship sponsored by
Applause. The award named in honor of SOA’s
founder and first principal, is given to the senior
who best embodies the value of an artsintegrated education.

John Cusatis, Ph.D., Adviser
Charleston County School of the Arts
5109-B West Enterprise St.
North Charleston, SC 29405
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Remembering Shaundrea Smalls

love you Drea, and we miss you more than words can express. Until
we meet again.

Shaundrea
Nichole Smalls was
the definition of “one
of a kind.” For those
who knew her, you
knew that there was
no other being like
her. That is what made
her so special. Her
energy immediately
lit up the room the
minute she walked
into one. For many,
she was someone who
you could depend
on no matter the
circumstances. She
was the type of person
who gave everyone she
cared about the type
of love she wanted
for herself even if she
didn’t receive it back
from them.
Students created a “Memory Wall” to honor
There
are Shaundrea with photos and recollections.
countless things to miss
about Shaundrea, but just to name a few: I’ll miss the way she would
bring up the most random statements out of nowhere and hysterically
laugh at her own jokes, even if no one else was laughing. I’ll miss the
way she made a grand entrance through every door she went through.
I´ll miss how she would break down at every minor inconvenience,
but would laugh it off in the end because of how dramatic she thought
she was being. I’ll miss how everytime we would have a dance party,
she would hype her friends up the most and try her best to dance
along, even though she was a terrible dancer. I miss how excited she
would get over the little things in life. And I’ll miss how she could
make a friend in under 5 minutes, because if you knew Drea, you
knew that she could become friends with any person she comes into
contact with.
Her beautiful, contagious smile was always on her face, even
when she wasn’t feeling her best. On her worst days, she still found a
way to cheer up those in need. Drea made the best of every moment
and always brought a brighter atmosphere. She was the glue of her
friendships. Everyday she did the best she could to give it her all, the
best version of herself. She was someone who was there for anyone,
whenever they needed her. She would drop everything just to put a
smile on someone’s face and would continuously put others before
herself. She’s one of the strongest people I´ve ever met, always
pulling through for the ones she loved the most. More than anything,
I’m going to miss her infamous, signature hugs. It was her way of
expressing her love to others. With each hug she gave, she would put
all her love, care, and affection into them.
Though Shaundrea is no longer with us, the love she had for
her friends and family will forever be with us. It will never disappear.
Through the love she had for us, we shall keep her memory alive. We

SOA Students Receive Optimist Club
Scholarships

by Toni Walker

by Lizbeth Perez

Applause Archive

Nic Tuemler

Two SOA students, Logan Baker and Sophia Leonardi,
garnered scholarships from the West Ashley branch of the Optimist
International Club in May.
Since its start in 1928, the Optimist Club has helped
countless students from around the world, including many from
SOA, by awarding
scholarships through
its annual oratorical
and essay contests and
through the Charles
Carlisle Scholarship,
given to one West
Ashley resident
who demonstrates
scholarship and
dedication to
community service.
This year junior
Sophia Leonardi
earned a $1,500
scholarship for being
runner up in the state
Oratorical Contest.
Additionally, Senior
Logan Baker was
awarded the $2,000
Carlisle Scholarship.
Sophia’s speech,
based on the prompt
“Healing the World
with Optimism”
Logan Baker, who receieved the $2000 scholarship
from the Optimist Club, is congratulated by Dr. Al
was inspired by her
Eads, while Dr. Cook looks on.
admiration for her
mother’s strength
and positive outlook. She says the competition helped her leave her
comfort zone and discover something new she likes to do. Before
the competition, she says, she viewed writing as a chore, but now
it’s something she enjoys. “I have never thought of myself as being
a talented writer, so participating in the competition was a big step
for me,” she said. I’m a dance major, so the only writing I do is for
academic classes or DBQs. Having a broad, open-ended prompt
allowed me to write entirely from my own experiences and thoughts,
which was very refreshing.”
Former principal and superintendent, Dr. Al Eads, is in
charge of the competition. He’s been a member of the Optimist Club
since 1967, and has observed contests almost every year since that
time. Dr. Eads values the benefits students gain from participating
in the annual contests. “One of the students at Charleston School
of the Arts [2018 Theater major Caleb Smith] won our local contest
just a few years ago. He progressed to the Zone, State, Regional and
International levels, winning scholarships beginning at the State
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Level through the others that totaled $22,500,” Dr. Eads recalls.
“Obviously, that is the ultimate outcome but it is a possibility for each
student who enters the contest. We have been very fortunate at the
West Ashley Club to have had State winners several times over the
past ten years.” Dr. Eads emphasized the benefits of being challenged
to compose a timed speech on a topic that forces one to reflect on his
values.
English instructor Dr. John Cusatis organizes the speech and
essay contest each year and serves as liaison between SOA and the
Optimist Club. “I wanted to be sure our students took advantage of the
opportunity to compete. Lots of scholarship money is available, and
I knew our students would do well in these competitions.” He began
encouraging students to get involved with the Optimist Club essay and
oratorical contest five years ago, and each year SOA has produced
winners. Last year, SOA senior Caroline Conway won the state essay
competition.
But the experience itself is highly worthwhile, Dr. Cusatis
says. “All academic competitions build confidence and self-esteem.
The essay and speech contests also allow students to shape their
thoughts on important issues."
Dr. Cusatis recalls his junior English teacher encouraging
him to participate in the VFW Club’s "Voice of Democracy" contest. “It
kindled my interest in writing, especially when the speech advanced
beyond the regional level. I made a down payment on my first junk car
with the winnings.”
This year’s contest, he feels, was therapeutic. “Every speech
and essay this year touched on the pandemic experience, and writing
about the importance of optimism was both instructive and
uplifting.” One phrase from “The Optimist Creed,” he says, seems
to sum up the attitude the club hopes to engender in students: "To
work only for the best and to expect only the best.”

Camp- something outrageous or completely crazy, can also be used
ironically for the same effect.
“Cats (2019) isn’t strictly camp, but its 19% on Rotten Tomatoes
definitely is.”
Flam- simply a synonym for flaky or perpetually late.
“The homie really told me that he’d meet up for guy’s night, but then
went flam on me for his quirky ex-girlfriend who was in town.”
Industry plant- refers to when a big music company or record label
plants an artist, usually indie, manufactures an artist’s popularity, and
then sends them off to make money off people who don’t know any
better.
“Clairo! Just the girl I wanted to see! Here are your next few songs,
by the way, the record execs are thinking that you do something a
little different with your hair, maybe a girl-mullet? Something to
really get those TikTok alt-girls going, you know what i’m saying?
Just remember to smile and look pretty! Ok, good to see you, it’s a
great day to be an industry plant, am I right?”
Understood the assignment- An actor who is often credited with
being an absolute chameleon when it comes to getting into character
is referred to by twitter-bingers as someone who “understood the
assignment,” meaning someone who blended themselves well.
“One of the most intense debates I’ve come across was an Anthony
Hopkins v.s. Christian Bale face-off on who understood the assignment
more (Christian Bale for the win).”
Boofoo- synonymous with “boonies,” this word just means the middle
of nowhere, mainly used by people from Chicago for some reason.
“Ay, why are we in the middle of boofoo rn?! I gotta get back to the
city for the 5 o’clock deep-dish special at Tony’s and then catch the
sunset over the dirty Chicago River.”

June Slang

Joker moment- when someone approaches their psychological
limit, they begin to show signs of an impending joker moment.
“I just found my boy Alex absolutely tweaking behind the school
Every month, Applause catches readers up with the most recent SOA dumpster. There’s no way he doesn’t have a joker moment before the
slang words. Here’s our newest installment. If you want to sound exam.”
cool, use these words.
Out of pocket- When someone does something not typically expected
Squeaker- refers to a kid who plays a game meant for older kids and of them, or when they do something that is socially taboo, they are
reveals himself through his squeaky, cracking voice.
being out of pocket. They can also be “in-pocket” when they are being
“I just caught some squeaker getting yelled at by his mom in my MW2 socially acceptable.
lobby.”
“They arrested him for disturbing the peace after he dropped a couple
of logs off the top of the King Street parking garage onto the people
Easy clap- When something is finished without much effort or when walking below. It was totally out of pocket.”
a victory is secured with ease, it is referred to as an easy clap. Mostly
used by edgy high schoolers and gamers.
With peace and love- basically just means “no offense” this phrase
“Mr. White’s economics exam was quite possibly the easiest clap I’ve is meant to soften the damage of a harsh remark.
ever clapped.”
“Um, hey bestie, it’s good to see you! But, like, with peace and love,
did you get dressed in the dark this morning? Because there’s no
Craic- pronounced “crack,” this is one of the many irish slang words way that you meant to pair that top with that skirt. Like, plaid with
I’ve learned recently that I think deserves a place in the vernacular of black? Like, hellllloooooooooo, the Avril Lavigne called, she wants
american youth. This word simply means general banter or fun.
her clothes back.”
“Just spoke with a couple o’ lads over in the corridor to the lou,
probably too wee and small to be pubcrawlin’ n’ that but they could
Best wishes to the class of 2021 from
bust some craic with the best of ‘em.”
by Charlie Hastings

your Applause staff!
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Applause presents

SOA’s Class of 2021

in their own words...
Applause asked the graduating class of 2021 to reflect on their time
at SOA through a short essay responding to one of the following
prompts: What would you do differently if you were entering
sixth grade again? What do you hope to be doing in 2031? Which
teacher has impacted you the most? Reflect on any aspect of your
years at SOA. Reflect on the value of an SOA education.
Elijah Aiken-Dietz
In my perspective, my School
of the Arts experience was nothing to
gawk at. I shrunk into many deep spirals
of overthinking and convincing myself
I’m going insane over something as
insignificant as grades. This may sound
really unintelligible, but I can’t sit there
and watch my young life go by as I sit in
my room and stare at a paper. I enjoy
living as a person and not as a pawn in
my own life. Last summer I went out and
got three different part time jobs and was working roughly 60
hours a week, and I loved every minute of it, and now that my life
has become an endless summer, I will now be the happiest person
in the world. Without the looming stress of tests and quizzes.
Without the 14 missing assignments on Canvas. And without the
general dread of school. It’s over. I wedged my way in and barely
got through it. If I was told to give an example of my school derived
work ethic, I would compare my experience to something of the
great “Group B” rally stages of the 1980’s. Furthermore, I spent
my time bobbing and weaving through turns, dodging chicanes,
and pulling the emergency brake for calculatated, yet imperfect
hairpins through each school year. So basically, it wasn’t pretty,
but I still drove 11/10ths until the end. But I do understand that
I may not enjoy every aspect of my future commitments, while at
least I am now in charge of my own decisions. However, there is
one thing I have learned from this experience: in the great words of
Colin McRae, “If in doubt, flat out.”
Naja Aleem
I am incredibly grateful for all seven years I’ve spent at SOA.
I made some of the best friends in the world here. SOA shaped
the person I am today and my high school experience was full of
incredibly memorable moments. I’ve been through hell and back

at this school but the people here made it
worth it. I’d like to thank my teachers for
putting up with me in class and my peers
for embracing the weird kid I was in 2014.
I am most grateful for the friends I have
made, for those are bonds that, I hope,
last a lifetime. Despite spending 7 years
as a theatre major, I plan to become a
gastroenterologist in the future. I don’t
think I would do anything differently if I
were to go back in time. I think everyone
needs to go through a gross awkward
phase in middle school; it builds character. And the friends you
meet in middle school might matter most because they’re the ones
who accepted you at your lowest! I wouldn’t exchange the SOA
experience for anything else in the world, imperfections and all.
Isabella Andrews
When I entered SOA in ninth
grade, I was unaware that most of my
viewpoints would change over the next
four years. Classes made me question
many of my ideals, but one class had the
greatest impact. I originally joined my
AP Environmental Science class with
hesitation my senior year, as I wanted
to take AP Chemistry and my major
schedule prohibited me from taking it. I
believed that I would not be interested in
the content of this course or take it into my career as an engineer.
Little did I know that would change.
I remember my first unit with Mr. Short. I had never had
him as a teacher before, but had heard wonderful compliments
from my peers. He had one of the most organized classes I have
ever taken, with units repeating the same number of labs, quizzes,
and tests. This excited me, as I love patterns and having routines
in classes. After the first unit test, I knew that I was going to love
his class.
The topics could be applied to current events, and I
questioned the effect I had on the environment. I loved the
lessons so much that I started changing my own habits; limiting
myself to beef once a week and trying to get rid of products that
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were produced using large amounts of energy. I even started
unplugging every item once I turned it off after learning about
ghost energy! Now, I am going to Clemson University. I was
leaning toward chemical engineering, but after Mr. Short’s class I
feel environmental engineering is my calling. I will be able to make
an impact on the world around me while engaging in topics I am
passionate about. Thank you, Mr. Short, for helping me learn that
I love environmental science.

to my teachers, current or not, because I’ve had some amazing
conversations over the years with all of them. Through them, I’ve
learned a lot about topics that are central to my life now, and I
hope each of them knows that they’ve had a big part in shaping
who I am today. I definitely didn’t imagine when I first came to
this school that I would make such amazing connections with my
classmates and teachers, and I’m so thankful for the lessons I’ve
learned through them in these past seven years.

Lauren Bailey
In the six years I was at SOA, the
science teachers have made the greatest
impact on me and the decisions I have
made for my future. Seventh grade was
my first year and Mr. Southwick was the
teacher that truly started my love for
science and why I decided to jump into
higher level science courses. Mrs. Godwin,
who taught me Honors Chemistry and
later AP Chemistry, made me realize that
even the difficult classes can be the most
fun. Finally, hands down the best teacher I’ve had at SOA is Mr.
Short. His dedication to the content and his students’ success has
made taking his courses the best decisions I could have made in
high school. Having him freshman year for Honors Biology and
then AP Biology in senior year is the reason I decided to major in
biology and to later pursue a career in medicine. Thank you Mr.
Southwick, Mrs. Godwin, and Mr. Short.

AJ Bednarczyk
So I’m sitting here in AP Lit, being
asked what I think I will be doing in ten
years from now, and to tell you the truth,
I’m not sure. At the moment I’m running
a successful detailing, repair, and yacht
management company (give us a call 843819-3800). I plan to go full time as soon
as I leave SOA. Over the next ten years I
plan to continue to grow my business, and
add more employees and inhouse services
we offer. Here in the near future, we are
opening a custom division focusing on custom teak work, paint,
and fiberglass part construction. Eventually we are planning on
growing into Myrtle Beach, Savannah, and Wilmington. I’m
excited to have a little bit more time on my hands, to enjoy time
out on the boat, going to the beach, and just enjoying my life.

Logan Baker
When I came to SOA as a sixth
grader, I definitely did not foresee the
senior (or junior) year that we’ve just had.
The loss of normalcy and some major
events was sad, but seeing how everyone
has made the extra effort to make our final
year at SOA special has been heartening.
When I was eleven, the seniors seemed to
tower above everyone, and they all seemed
so mature and put together. I can definitely
attest that that is not the real senior
experience, at least for me. I don’t know that I would do much
differently, mostly because I think all the mistakes I’ve made have
led to genuine growth and a lot of realizations about the things
I want in life. The main thing I would go back and fix would be
just prioritizing sleep and general balance in my workload. A lot
of high school would have been more enjoyable if I hadn’t been
so stressed about my work. I’m so grateful that I’ve had such
passionate teachers, and they’re the ones who’ve made these last
seven years so incredible. If anything, I think it would have been
great for my sixth grade self to know that I can always reach out

Hannah Bendure
When I auditioned to be a theatre
major at SOA in fifth grade, there were a
couple hundred other students trying out
for only 20 spots in the program. There
was an enormous amount of pressure on
my shoulders to get into SOA because
my only other options for middle/high
school were Jerry Zucker Middle School
and Stall High School, both of which are
public schools in North Charleston. There
is nothing intrinsically wrong with these
schools, but I knew that I would not feel comfortable being myself
in a “normal” public school. Before attending, I thought SOA would
be like High School Musical, complete with flash mobs and the
random singing of show tunes at lunch. Don’t get me wrong, that
happened a couple of times, but that is not what makes SOA special.
This school allowed me to find myself, which I’m still trying to do,
without feeling judged by my teachers and peers. Additionally,
being in theatre for 7 years with a lot of the same people created a
bond within our class that was totally unique. Of course there were
drama and cliques, but then again, SOA is still a high school filled
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with teenagers. Both academic and major teachers genuinely care
about their students’ success in school as well as their emotional
well being. I can speak from my own personal experience when
I say that they are truly understanding people, and there are a
couple of teachers that have deeply impacted my life, both inside
and outside of the classroom. I don’t know what kind of person I
would be today if it wasn’t for the community at SOA.
Caroline Blumer
In 2031 I would like to be living
in a big city, preferably Washington D.C.
My dream is to be an ambassador or
interpreter for the United Nations, so being
in the capital would give me an advantage.
I hope I’ve acquired my master’s degree by
then, have one or two pets, still have time
to read, and am able to take long walks
as well. As far as reaching this goal, it’s
decently difficult to become an ambassador
or interpreter for the UN just because you
need to be well-versed in multiple languages and have several years
of foreign policy experience under your belt before you can even be
considered for hire. I’m a really determined person, so if I still feel
like this is my dream and what I’m meant to do after the first two
years of undergraduate, I will likely pursue an internship through
my college to go to Washington D.C. and work on Capitol Hill or for
a worker within the United Nations. Additionally, I will be doing at
least two years of study abroad to hone my foreign language skills
and get myself closer to my goal. Ultimately though, I hope I get
to 2031 and I’m happy with my life and me and my loved ones are
healthy. And on a less serious note, I hope I’ve been able to learn
how to cook something other than toast, I’ve been to Alaska to
see the Northern Lights, and that I’ve finally backpacked through
Southeast Asia.
Enrique Boyd
When I walked through the
doors in sixth grade, I remember the
overwhelming feeling of not having a clue
where I was or what to do, and just being
uncomfortable. After walking with no
direction for 20 minutes, I finally made it
to my first class. My first impression was,
“How are all of these people so calm and
how are they having conversations with
one another so casually?” May I remind
you I was far from being an introvert, so
yeah that itself says a lot about the atmosphere. After a few classes
go by, I finally arrive to my major, greeted by the sweetest lady
ever, Ms. Nichols. I remember being so stunned by the unique art,
expensive equipment and even the size of the studio. It made me
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feel little and worried for all that may be expected of me. As my time
progressed at SOA the pressure of those expectations I had made
in my head dwindled. I began to make friendships that I know will
last a lifetime and accomplish things I never would have imagined.
Art became the forefront of my life and I poured all of myself into
it. This school brought me so many things that I will never forget.
From mentors to friends and lessons, this place has shaped me
into the individual I am today and given me a foundation I hope to
grow upon.
Will Brown
The teacher that made the strongest
impact on me was without a doubt Ms.
McKinley, my sophomore year English II
teacher. Whether it was her relentless need
to have one-on-one time with each of her
students that made it impossible to fail, or
her attitude in the classroom - she was a
hard teacher to hate. Instead of forcing the
curriculum down our throat daliy, she took
her time to make almost every assignment
enjoyable and interesting. You know a
teacher is doing something right when not only they make a lasting
impression, but their assignments do too, like when we reviewed a
song we liked (using a given format of course) or read Kitchens of
The Great Midwest, which remains one of my favorite books. Even
things as simple as not having to ask to go to the restroom and
being free to move around the room throughout the class made it
that much more enjoyable. It was a period you didn’t want to skip
or miss because there wasn’t anything better to do. Unfortunately,
I write all of this in the past tense, as she’s moved on to other
things but Ms. McKinley if you’re reading this: thanks queen for
everything. To those reading who didn’t have the pleasure of her
gracing your presents: you missed out bad.
Autumn Chaveco
High school probably seems really
intimidating at first, but it’s a place for you
to grow into yourself and discern your true
interests from fake ones. At least it was
for me. My advice to underclassmen is to
challenge yourself in your classes until
your senior year. I took really hard classes
and a lot of AP’s my freshman, sophomore,
and junior year, and it paid off. Now
during senior year, I was able to relax a
little and take easier classes, even if they’re
not at the level of learning I’m at. This let me have time to work
on college applications and enjoy my last year in high school; a lot
of my friends took really hard classes and regretted it. A LOT of
changes happen when you go from middle to high school, and the
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most noticeable change is the people in your grade. In high school
you’re going to see a lot of people change into someone you never
ever ever thought they would be in middle school. This allows you
to weed out the good people (people you want to be friends with)
from the bad. I didn’t understand this in freshman year and got
into a bad crowd, and it made everything really chaotic; my grades
really suffered. You probably already know the importance of
doing well in school, but don’t make that everything. It’s not worth
killing yourself to just make an A on a report card, and it’s also a
lot more fun if you sit back and enjoy your last years of being a kid
for a bit. Also STAY CLOSE TO YOUR MAJOR FRIENDS! They
are the best people you will meet and you’re going to grow 10x
closer to each other in high school. I’m really happy that COVID
is coming to end because you get to have a normal time in high
school!
Sara Coggins
Having gone to SOA for seven
years, I’ve really gotten to know the
environment around here. Growing up
at SOA, you meet many people and go
through many experiences with teachers
and classes. With SOA being the open
environment that it is, I would say it is
a very judgment-free zone and makes
people feel comfortable being themselves.
The majority of the teachers are also very
nice and really do care about how we do in
the classroom and help in any way they can. A lot of the functions
here at SOA also make it unique from other schools. An example
would be how sometimes during lunch we would have the band
play music for us to listen to and that makes it fun. Being a school
focused on arts and our majors, it makes it fun being able to show
them off in their many different aspects.
Maggie Colie
An SOA education differs from
others in that it allows students to focus
on their art form while providing good
academic growth as well. Spending
ninety minutes per day in their major
allows students to develop their talent
and become skilled artists. Opportunities
to work with a variety of outside artists
and perform in exciting venues provides
students with both growth and fun times.
Students can also grow artistically by
watching and learning from their peers. In the past, we´ve hosted
several open mics, showcases, concerts, plays, readings, etc to
present students´ works as well. Academically, it spurs students
to grow rapidly, offering several higher level, challenging courses,
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which sets them up to succeed in the future.
Clara Collins
I’ve had so many wonderful teachers
at SOA; Mr. Short (for three years!), Ms.
Orchard, Ms. Hart, Mr. Hammes, Ms.
McKinley, and countless others have
inspired me and taught me so much more
than just the curriculum.
But I really owe it all to Ms.
DeTiberus. I entered her classroom as an
insecure seventh grader, convinced I would
never be good at writing. Well, I don’t even
know how she did it, but she did. She kept
guiding and challenging me, and one day, somehow, it all clicked.
Her class was a safe space for me emotionally and creatively.
I took risks, some that failed, some that succeeded, and through it
all was urged to “keep going.” She introduced me to authors that
opened my mind and fostered fascinating discussions that literally
changed the way I think and see the world. Though I’ve never had
a problem with speaking my mind, I’ve often felt like my opinion
was unwelcome or ignored. Ms. DeTiberus, however, encouraged
all of her students to add their thoughts; our voices truly felt like
they mattered. She always understood my vision for a poem, what
I really wanted to say, and gave me the tools and support to do it.
Most importantly, she never let me off easy. She believed in
me, and always helped me get to the place she knew I could reach.
And, in addition to all this, she’s truly a wonderful, funny,
kind person. She is absolutely the reason I love writing, and
definitely made me feel like it was something I could actually
pursue as a career. I genuinely would not be the person I am today
without her and the entire Creative Writing program.
Marcos Colon
I never realized that music would
give me the opportunity to go to a great
school like Charleston School of the Arts,
travel to other cities, perform and become
part of a well known classical strings
orchestra. Music has always been around
me. My father plays drums and performs
locally, and my mother played classical
piano for many years. In middle school,
I attended a music appreciation school
called Allegro. Our teachers encouraged
us to pick an instrument that we would like to play, and I picked
the electric bass and learned how to read music and accompany
other instruments. One day, in 7th grade I saw a huge instrument,
the Bass. I asked the principal if I could play it and decided to
take lessons and after much thought applied to a high school that
focuses on the arts. I auditioned and was selected to attend this
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prestigious high school, which was quite an honor.
One of the teachers that I have a high regard for and respect
is our teacher Dr. Selby. He is one of the most hardworking and
recognized orchestra conductors in the country. From day 1 in class,
Dr. Selby’s expectations were very clear. He has a list of 10 rules
posted in the studio. Some of these words of wisdom are: show up,
pay attention, breathe, do your job, know what you know, know
what you don’t know, practice gratitude, practice forgiveness, and
practice happiness. He expects us to do our best. Since attending my
high school, I have been part of the Classical Symphony Orchestra,
played at local venues including the Gaillard, and won nationally
in Atlanta and been invited to play again nationally in Chicago.
Playing with the Symphony has challenged me mentally and
physically, but has given me unbelievable opportunities to travel
and meet influential leaders in the music field such as composers,
musicians and world renowned conductors. What a blast!
As I look back to my experiences in high school, especially
with the symphony orchestra, I have gained a great respect for
other cultures through the music that I learned to play with my
fellow musicians and my leader, Dr. Selby. I can easily say how
grateful I am to Dr. Selby for providing support and mentorship. I
guess I have been listening to his rules. Practice gratitude.
Adam Crosby
Music Technology in 9th grade
was the single best experience I’ve had at
any school. Not only did the topic highly
interest me, but there was an engaging
cooperative aspect of the class. We
collaborated to produce a new song every
week. When the projects were due, they
were played for the class, and a winner was
decided based on a vote. The winner(s)
would choose the prompt for the next
weekly project, providing incentive to
work hard and win. This was, in my opinion, a near perfect setup
for an engaging learning environment (even for people who don’t
have experience with music), and I’m very disappointed that this
class is no longer available to future students. This class took
my mild interest in music production to another level as more
concepts and career implementations were exposed to me. I can
honestly say that this class played a major
role in my current passion for music and
my decision to pursue music production
as a career.
Travis Dannecker
I’m sure many of my friends
already know my goals for the future
and where I want to be, but many of my
fellow classmates don’t. Many people
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have probably wondered why I carry a baseball glove with me
almost every day at school. That’s because, every day of the week,
I go train right after school, whether it’s throwing, working out,
conditioning, or all three. I usually never get home till seven every
day. There have been times when people have asked me to do
something with them after school and I have had to tell them I
couldn’t, because my goal was more important. In 2031, I want
to be a Major League Baseball player, and more specifically, a
pitcher. I have to keep the momentum going, because if I miss one
day of training, it throws me off my schedule. I have already made
huge leaps since my chest surgery in 2019, and I hope to continue
growing in that. I also feel that this god-given gift wasn’t given to
me for no reason, and it shouldn’t be wasted. Whether it’s to teach
me a life lesson or to bring me a career, I won’t know until later,
but I can work every day knowing that in the back of my mind,
there’s a chance I can make it farther in baseball than I could ever
dream of if I just continue to work on it.
Maria Del Mastro
If I was entering SOA as a sixth
grader I would set my expectations lower
and rely less on others. I would be more
independent in my studies and work harder
on my own. Overthinking and stressing
over small things ended up wasting a lot of
my time and if I were to go back, I would
worry less about small things, especially
in my major since it’s not something I’m
planning on continuing in college. I would
have tried to be more open minded in
general, whether it be with people or in class, and not hold myself
back because of nerves.
Avea Diamond
Coming into SOA, I had very little
experience in my major. I started playing
the double bass around two and a half years
ago and auditioned with only a few months
of practice under my belt. Fortunately, I
was accepted with that little experience
by Dr. Selby. Having him as my SOA
major teacher was an experience that will
resonate with me forever. His class isn’t just
a rehearsal, it’s a place to learn how to listen
to one another and grow as an individual
and musician with consistency and grace.
Coming from a bassist in chamber to now the principal
bassist in sinfonietta, I know it’s never impossible to grow, and
I’ve experienced great growth while being here at SOA. There will
always be something to work on, and that’s a good sign.
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Hannah Elledge
My parents have said for years that
this school runs on “artist time” because
every performance or ceremony runs
behind. Since sixth grade, every reading
I’ve had, convocation I’ve been to, and
awards ceremony I’ve been forced to attend
always starts later than it’s supposed to.
This annoys a lot of my family. They like
things on time as planned, and I do, too,
usually. But at this school, running late is
not for lack of preparation. Running late is
behind stage, where everyone is nervous, so the teacher gives a pep
talk and tells everyone how proud they are of your class. Running
late is the time spent in the RMMT or the Blackbox laughing about
how cold it is and pointing to your legs, saying, “Look, I have
goosebumps!” Running late is you and your friends looking at each
other and taking in the fact that this reading in the RMMT is the
last reading in the RMMT you will ever do. There are a million
memories that occur in the running late that make “artist time”
worth the extra few minutes. And, as slow as time might pass for
the parents waiting around for their kid to perform, it goes fast for
the kid. One day, the kid is eleven years old and getting TCBY with
their class after their first ever reading, and the next, that same kid
is seventeen sitting on the grass at school eating pizza with those
same friends after their last ever reading. I wish, sometimes, that
my life after SOA would run on “artist time,” a little late, because it
really does feel like yesterday that I first got off the bus for my first
day of sixth grade and, now, I’m graduating.
Susan Elliott
Never has a teacher made me
feel as valued as a person and a student
as much as Mr. Orvin did. His classes
were engaging, and I looked forward to
them every day during freshman year. It
wasn’t just his cluttered classroom and
apple bobbing that made my time with
him enjoyable, but his own interest and
excitement. You could tell that he really
enjoyed teaching, and he really loved
his students. He was encouraging and
supportive, and even after teaching for
as long as he did, he remained that way.
While he’s retired now, he still checks up
on us from time to time, and has a genuine
excitement for our future.
Delaney Faile
I can say without a doubt that
Ms.McKinley and her English 2 class had
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the strongest impact on me. Through her class, I realized that I had
a love for English and that I genuinely enjoyed analyzing works of
literature (I am proud to say that my Dante’s Inferno symbolism
analysis was used as a model work). Her class helped me develop
my writing style, and I was even able to use an essay I wrote in
that class as a starting point for my common app essay. Kitchens
of The Great Midwest was the first book I had read in school that
I genuinely enjoyed and made me want to read more of J Ryan
Stradal’s work of my own free will. Her English 2 class revitalized
my love of reading that previous English classes had killed. Not
only was her class and teaching amazing, Ms.Mckinley created a
positive, creative environment where I felt comfortable speaking
my mind and felt welcomed. I distinctly remember I was having
a horrible day where I cried in her class (if you know me, you
know that me crying in school is not a rare occurrence) and she
genuinely cared and comforted me. It really was an amazing class
with an amazing teacher that I truly gained a lot from. Any teacher
that plays Neutral Milk Hotel in class is also amazing in my book.
Sam Feingold
To me, the value of an SOA education is
the relationships made with teachers and
friends. From working with faculty such
as Ms. Greig and Mr. Lyons in incredible
clubs such as Mock Trial and The Foodie
Club, to receiving one on one feedback,
instruction, and guidance from Ms. Rink,
Ms. Orchard, Mrs. Godwin, Mr. McCauley,
Ms. Fitz, Coach Healy, and all of my other
superb teachers, mentors, and coaches,
I can say with complete confidence that
SOA has some of the best teachers, who have helped shape who I
am today. But the faculty and staff are not the only people I have
learned from at SOA. Incredible peers and friends such as Mia
Lassiter, Emma Joyce, Haley Curtis, Isabel Rakova, Kristina Kerr,
Maria Alexander, and all of my other schoolmates have taught me
other, just as valuable life lessons. For me, it is these people, rather
than the classes and work, that have given me the most value at
SOA.
Katie Forrester
When I think back on my time at
SOA, it is my creative writing classes since
sixth grade that stand out the most in my
memory. If it were not for the program, I
would have never discovered my passion
for creative writing until perhaps much
later in my life. I would not have the same
appreciation for small classrooms and
workshops, and I would not have applied
to so many liberal arts colleges with tight-
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knit writing and arts communities. Being exposed to so many
different worldviews through literature helped me mature and
sparked my interest in a career as a fiction writer. The program
introduced me to my best friends and brought me close with
teachers who encouraged my creativity and allowed the space and
time for my creative maturity to grow.

art teachers make such a strong and good environment. They have
helped me so much over the years. They inspire me and push me to
do my best. I could always count on them. I will miss the art class,
too, and the art supplies. The teachers have also inspired me to
become an art teacher and an art therapist. I would not be where I
am today without their guidance and support.

Ryan Foust
The teacher I know had the biggest
impact on me would be Mrs. Fairchild,
who I had for pre-algebra. As some
people would know, I was diagnosed with
a disorder called phenylketonuria, also
known as PKU. PKU is a genetic disorder
that prevents the body from breaking down
an enzyme in protein. In Mrs. Fairchild’s
class, she would allow students to bring in
food to eat in class and allow kids to have
fun in class. The food the students brought in, I could not eat, but
Mrs. Fairchild would bring me food that I could eat. She would
make sure that I was included in eating foods, a little celebration,
and she would make sure I wasn’t excluded. She was the first
person that acknowledged my PKU and made an impact on me
with my PKU. So that’s the teacher who made the strongest impact
on me.

Breona Green
If I were to do 6th grade over again,
I would do many things differently. First,
I would learn to read a schedule because I
didn’t know we only had four classes a day
so I skipped my real fourth block thinking
I fell behind everyone else. I went back to
my homeroom, which wasn’t a class, but
she was teaching an advanced math class.
I would have applied myself more in 6th
grade, because I took it as a joke while
all my friends took those hard, advanced
classes. I was fine with CP everything. But as they moved two steps
forward, I felt like I was standing still. At the time, I wanted to be
in the same classes as them, even if it crushed me. It took until 11th
grade for me to understand that if I wanna take more advanced
classes, it should only be for me. It’s not about what a college
thinks, or my friends or even my teachers. But I wouldn’t say I
didn’t want those super smart friends around. In all honesty, they
motivated me to do more. I would remember words that they said
in a conversation and look them up and have that “aha” moment
and I’d feel a sense of belonging. Also, I’d let my sixth grade self
know that not every teacher wanted to help you as much as they
wanted their superiors to see you advance and take those harder
classes. The most important thing for my 6th grade self to know
would be that you can always come to your major teachers. That’d
be the one thing I wouldn’t change.

Makenna Fugate
The class that’s had the biggest
impact on me at SOA is probably my AP
Psychology class with Mr. McCauley.
Throughout high school, I haven’t had
many teachers who are so willing to help
students and push them to be better people
like Mr. Mac has, and I can say with great
certainty that it’s appreciated one hundred
percent. He’s good at communicating
concerns to me whenever needed and has
never let me feel like I’m unable to complete
anything in the class, no matter how difficult things seem. Despite
my pre-existing love for psychology, it was also my first AP class.
This made it all the more hard and terrifying all at the same time,
but I turned out to enjoy the challenge it
gave me as well as the opportunities. I now
have a better understanding of how to take
good notes, study, get work done on time,
and communicate with my teachers all
because of this class.
Mya Genegrasso
My major had the strongest impact
on me. I am an art major. The high school

Sam Hagen
2031 is a long way away, and there
are so many possible fields I can delve
into. The study of life and all the little
innerworkings that tie it all together has
always fascinated me, and performing
further research on all that it encompasses
(and maybe even teaching it) is definitely on
the table. Computer hardware development
is another fascinating possibility, especially
with the advent of exciting and innovative
new rendering tech being put into the
hands of the general public (such as ray tracing and DLSS 2.0). I’d
love to see what I could do to help push these already incredible
technologies even further. Whether I end up a biology professor,
a hardware developer, or, heck, maybe even a game designer, I
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doubt that I’ll ever stop finding things in this world that constantly
fascinate me.
Emma Hales
I’d have to say Mrs. McKinley
had the strongest impact on me during
sophomore year. Sophomore year was
really rough for me, and I struggled
incredibly with my mental health, to
the point it affected my schooling. Mrs.
McKinley not only witnessed the highs
and lows of my mental health, but actually
acknowledged it. She worked with me with
grades and would constantly check up with
me to assure that everything was going
well. She made me realize that it’s okay to ask for help.
Patrick Hamilton
If I could go back and do freshman
year over again, there are a couple things I
would do differently. The first thing is that
I wish I knew what SOA was going to be like
before I applied.
The other thing that I would change
is which friends I chose to be friends with.
It’s a lot better to have a few really good
friends than it is to have lots of friends. I
also would go back and thank my teachers
for what they have done and the lessons
that they have taught me, because I think that they are important
to me.
Leah Hand
Growing up, I was a very eccentric
child. I was, as my parents said, a social
butterfly. I had incredibly big emotions.
My parents took my electric energy and
ran with it by involving me with theatre
camps and companies. They figured it
would be a good way to get out my energy
and, hey, maybe it would be a good hobby
for a few years. They were partially right:
it was a good hobby… that lasted for 12
years. I spent over a decade learning
dance numbers, memorizing lines, being
yelled at by the director, falling ill due to the stress of my minor
roles, feeling the burning stage lights against my skin, feeling the
mic tape leave rashes from ripping off of my raw skin, and much
more damaging and traumatic experiences that have shaped me
as a person, which I’ll never forget. I loved every single second
of it. I picked up my passion and carried it with me throughout
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elementary, middle, and high school. Almost every theatre teacher
I had was the same. “Hey kid! You’re tall and skinny and you can do
funny voices! You can have every funky, animated, character role
and we will not consider you for anything else! Of course playing
the homeless man or the zebra who only spoke Russian was fun at
first, but I never got a chance to show how I could be more than
the funny character. Every teacher I had up until now never really
saw me as a person or an actor. They saw another kid throwing
themself into an extracurricular and didn’t bat an eye. I was a tiny
fish in a giant sea. When I came to SOA I didn’t expect anything
different. I didn’t try to be different. I knew that everything would
be easier if I just went with my roots. So I continued to strive for
the character with the best comedic timing and everything went
according to plan for a while.
When I met Mr. Pickens I didn’t expect him to be different
from any other teacher. I didn’t try to impress him, and I didnt try
to be diverse because I figured he’d be the same as the others. The
first performance we did in his class was a cabaret night. Everyone
had songs handpicked for them. I was ready to accept my comedic
song that would inevitably fill the room with laughter. But then I
heard my song. It was deep, and it was sad, and it was meaningful.
It was the first time that this had ever happened to me. He looked
past the eccentric funny friend and saw who I knew I could be. He
saw more than the surface. He showed me that I could be more,
and he continues to do so. He’s one of the first educators who has
believed in me so emphatically and continued to help me reach my
goals. There is much more I could say but seeing as I have already
surpassed the word count on this essay here is where I will depart.
Thank you Mr. Pickens. Thank you for helping me, believing in me,
and showing me that I can be more than what’s on the surface.
Sophie Heinold
The visual arts program has by far
had the strongest impact on me. In middle
school and the beginning of high school,
visual arts felt focused on technique,
which makes sense, but was discouraging
for younger me because craftsmanship
and technique are still not my strong suit
to this day. By ninth or tenth grade, I had
no intentions in pursuing art in the future
simply because I didn’t think that was
something I was capable of doing. After
building relationships with Ms. Richardson and Ms. Cimballa and
taking their AP art classes, I became significantly more confident
in my ability to be creative and actually be proud of my work.
The freedom the teachers gave us, along with any guidance and
suggestions we needed, allowed me to create art that wasn’t always
focused on the elements of art and perfect technique, but work that
just felt expressive and fun to me. As I started to look at my college
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options in junior year, I realized there wasn’t anything I wanted
to study more than art. I am beyond thankful for what the art
program has done for me and how it has encouraged me to make a
career out of my major.
Lizzie Herring
If I was to do it all over again…
Something that I regret the most
is the way I approached learning to be
an actress. As a middle schooler and
underclassman, I was very intense about
it, not because I had dreams of going
professional, but because I felt like I had
something to prove, i.e. that I was a “good”
actor. I have lost count of the times that
people have told me to relax and go with
the flow, and they are right. The rigid and
uptight way I approach learning in the academic classroom does
not work for acting. You have to let go and accept that there are
no “perfect” castings, techniques, or characters, just as there are
no perfect people. Though I realize this now... I’ll admit that I am
still extremely self critical, which I consider my fatal flaw. I would
have saved myself a lot of private tears, neck pain, and general
unhappiness if I had realized that those obsessive tendencies are
harmful and bring no one joy. Acting is supposed to be about
letting yourself go and escaping into another story that’s not your
own. So to my theater majors: if you’re not enjoying yourself when
you’re acting, reflect and re-center yourself. Your art is not you.
Tyler Herrman
The best part about SOA is the
environment. I feel like the people here
are, for the most part, friendly and
understanding of others. Having such a
small student body is great, too, because
you generally know everyone in your grade.
SOA is also filled with lots of talented
people, and there are performances often
where you can see your peers’ talent. I am
very grateful I got to spend my middle and
high school years at SOA. Also the cafeteria
is underrated, and it is very nice with its
glass walls. Plus we get to sit outside.
Ben Hudd
At SOA we have a sense of
community, and I think that’s because
we’re a smaller school. Though even as a
smaller school, some of the teachers here
help make this school feel so much more
comfortable, and one of the best examples
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I can think of is Ms. Mortensen. I had Ms. Mortensen for my
biology teacher, and then in junior year when I had a study hall,
and each time she made everyone in the class feel so comfortable
and taken care of. I can’t think of another time when a teacher
cared more about their students than when I was in her class, like
when she has some snacks for kids who aren’t able to eat breakfast,
or let people rest when she understands they have so much stress
on their shoulders. Though she leads a relaxed environment,
she is still a phenomenal teacher and helps each student when
they’re struggling, and I don’t know about other people, but that
really meant a lot to me. Sometimes the needs of students can be
overlooked, and I think that’s why she stands out so much. So I
don’t think I’m overexaggerating when I say that each student
who has had Ms. Mortensen loves her because she genuinely cares
about them too.
Anya Hutchins
Over the years l have realized
the value in the education at SOA. Being
surrounded by such passionate students
changes the dynamic of the school itself.
Everyone is accepting of others and very
supportive of each other. Each student
has a set major that they practice everyday
and it creates a creative and talented
environment to learn in. Whether it was
within your major or in academic classes,
each teacher brings a unique element
to the class that is not necessarily the same as in a regular high
school. Students get to have better relationships with their
teachers because of the smaller class sizes compared to a large
public school. SOA provides many opportunities for students to
develop their artistic talent while providing high level academic
classes. I appreciate the education I received at SOA and will take
these experiences with me as I move into a new chapter in my life.
Alex Jones
In my four years at SOA, no one
class or teacher has impacted me more
than another. Every class making up my
experience at SOA as a whole is what’s
impacted me the most. Even in classes I
thought I couldn’t stand, I can only recall
fond memories. Because of the utmost
passion and effort my teachers showed me
in their work everyday, I never failed to be
excited for school. Having teachers whose
classes I didn’t even take greet me in the
halls by name showed me SOA is made up of teachers who truly
cared to get to know me and be there for me, and this is something
I’ll always treasure.
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Cameron Jones
In 2031, I’d like to have a job that
I like and my own house to live in. I want
to be a physical therapist helping athletes
recover and prevent injury. I plan to get a
bachelor’s degree in exercise science and
be an athletic trainer after college. Then I
want to go to grad school to get a Doctor of
Physical Therapy degree then get a job and
start my life as a physical therapy. I want
to help athletes recover from the plague
of injury and help them lengthen their careers, but I also want to
educate them on how to protect themselves, which is knowledge
many athletes today lack.
Emma Joyce
In 2031 I hope to have won a job
in an orchestra. During my college years
I will be trying to not only become more
advanced in my playing but to make
connections. Music is a small world, so the
more connections you have, the better off
you are. My teacher at the conservatory
has won many big auditions, and I hope to
learn a lot from him about audition taking
as well as technique. I will use my college
years to prepare myself to be able to get a
job when I graduate.
Kristina Kerr
As a senior at SOA, I have been a
student here for a total of 7 years. I have
had many classes with amazing teachers
who are supportive and caring towards
others. A specific teacher comes to mind
when being asked what teacher has had the
most impact on me; that teacher is Mrs.
Fairchild. Mrs. Fairchild taught my 8th
grade Pre-Algebra class. Math definitely is
not my favorite subject, but she made it one
of the best classes I have ever had. She is
the most selfless person I have met. Her family and her students
come before herself. She will not hesitate to ask if something is
wrong and how she can help. Aside from being selfless and caring,
she made her class a fun and relaxing space for everyone. You
could always go to her for extra help if you needed it, or even if you
just needed a break. I want to thank her for the impact she has had
on my life and many others.
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John Wesley Kornahrens
The fall seemed to take ages. You
watched the line of scrimmage deform
as you fold into the ground like a napkin
in the rain. The only thing on your mind
before this scrimmage was wondering how
much Gatorade was left in your bottle,
which you left hanging on the fence a few
yards from the field. The kid who had just
so masterfully weaved around your offense
was already about to sack the quarterback.
You’ve already forgotten about the Gatorade. Crack! Football pads
hit football pads. Arms hit the hard ground.
Holding sheet music proves very difficult when you have
a huge cast on your arm, but you have to make do with what you
have. Mom said that “you’ll be out for the rest of the season, you
might as well try finding something else to do outside of school.”
Since Mom has also had you singing in the church children’s choir
for years, it only seemed natural to pick up chorus with the music
teacher after school.
I never considered myself to be a very talented musician.
I never learned guitar, I never learned piano, and I really didn’t
think I was that good of a singer. Throughout my SOA education,
however, I’ve learned that being an artist or musician is not just
about how well you can do music, but how much you’re willing
to put into it. With a lot of time and learning I’ve been able to
grow as a vocalist and as a person. Whether it be rough patches
or steady roads, the education that I’ve received here can still not
be quantified into simple words. A decision that I never thought I
would make became the turning point that changed my life.
Sam Kremser
I thoroughly enjoyed my time at
SOA. I really enjoyed playing with the jazz
band at the various concerts we performed,
however, my core classes were my biggest
struggle. Throughout my four years, I tried
to take as many AP classes as I could to
try and challenge myself. Some of them
were easy, but the ones that were hard had
a serious affect on my GPA and caused a
lot of unseeded stress my senior year. If I
were to do something differently, I would
stick to what I’m good at and take classes
that are more my speed to ensure the best
success.
Riley Main
The four years I have been at SOA
have taught me how important it is to spend
time around people who are passionate
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about what they do and what they hope to achieve. Whether it’s
students passionate about their art or teachers passionate about
sharing what they know, SOA has shown me that what and whom
you surround yourself with have a huge impact on the way you
think and the way you feel. The community at SOA has helped me
to grow and learn more about myself and what I love to do, and
has shown me the importance of being a part of a supportive and
impassioned community.
Marshall McArthur
The most memorable year at SOA
that I had was my sophomore year, but not
in the ways that people would think. It was
probably the most difficult time in my life.
Stress at home was piling up and I couldn’t
seem to escape it. I would be tired during
the day and have to go home and teach
myself information all over again. I still
made good grades and was a good student.
I was able to stay afloat because I went to
SOA. My peers and teachers constantly
reminded me that it was a safe place at school for me to be myself
and forget about what was happening outside of school. They
respected my struggles and wanted to help me. I will never forget
how open and accepting the community at SOA was.
Charles McGuinn
In the past 7 years I have spent at
SOA, the people I have met and relationships
I’ve built have really made quite the
impression on me. Many of my friends have
helped me really figure out how I want to
live my life and figure out what I want to
do. The relationships you forge in high
school I do think end up shaping you into
the person you become as an adult. A little
part of everyone you meet stays with you in
the end, and you can look back and reflect
on the times you have spent with those people you hold dear to
learn and remember. My teachers, my friends, and my major have
all been part of the experience of learning and growing, weather it
be bobbing for apples or learning about new music, or just having
fun on a field trip (even if we didn’t get to stop at Krispy Kreme) it
all stays with you in the end. Even though I will miss my time here
and the people I love here, it will stay with me. No one can take
these memories away and I am all the happier for it.
Estrella Mercado
In 2031, I will still be fulfilling my purpose of helping
others by making music under the name Nova Garden. Maybe I’ll
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be working on a new album or maybe I’ll
be on tour, I’m not sure yet, but I know for
certain that music is the life I´ll be living.
I’ll just keep doing what I’m doing right
now, which is just pumping out music as
much as possible and working with anyone
I can. People think I’m crazy for not having
a backup plan, but I just truly believe that
I don’t need one. I will stop at nothing for
this dream, because all I’ve ever wanted
to do was help others. Music is my way of
doing that.
Markayla Miller
In the year 2031, I should be a 2rd
year medical resident at whatever hospital
program I end up at. I plan to achieve
this by attending a four-year college
while majoring in Biology and hopefully
attending the med school at the Medical
University of South Carolina. I also hope to
have my language literacy program started
by this time. I intend to do that by working
with some friends of mine who are fluent in
other languages to expose kids at a younger
age to these languages in hopes to build a foundation for future
success in those classes.
Sylera Morrison
In 2031, I intend on graduating from
veterinarian school (preferably University
of Georgia) and beginning my long-life
goal of becoming a veterinarian. I’m not
sure what animals I’d be working with,
but right now I’m leaning towards small
animals like household pets. Hopefully at
this point in time, I would have decided
if I’d still be interested in starting my
own business. I’m not exactly sure what
it would be but it would most likely align
with one of my many interests: animals, baking, or crafts. If I did
choose to start one like an veterinarian clinic, then I’d be spending
the rest of the year working out the details like how I’ll fund this
project, advertise my business, where I want the location to be,
and if I want to be the manager and one of the veterinarians at the
same time. There’s a lot to decide, but I know I’ll be able to handle
it with some help from close ones. In the future, I also plan to be an
advocate and activist for justice and the environment. I want to be
part of organizations that support animal rights, minority injustice,
and climate change. If I have to start my own organization then so
be it, but I know that around 2031 I’ll be involved in these political
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issues and I will make a difference in this
world.
Dixon Moss
My theatre class at SOA has
definitely had the biggest impact on me.
It’s for pretty simple reasons. I have always
held an interest in theatre because of my
dad’s place in it, so finding a place that
supports it more was going to be more
interesting to me no matter what. Our
performances within might have never
gone as smooth as they could have, but that was honestly part of
the fun. Trying to pull things together at the end was sometimes
anxiety inducing, but succeeding with everyone else made it
feel worthwhile. That’s the core of what made theatre have such
an effect on me, the people in it. The A-B system of our classes
provides constant change, making the friends in your major the
one constant you can always look forward to. It is this combined
with just the multitude of charming personalities in that class that
helped me to make some of the best friends I believe I’ll ever know.
Having the chance to spend years with people that I’ve really grown
to care about in an environment that promotes so many fun and
special moments is what theatre class has given me. The impact of
this experience is something that can’t be rivalled and the memory
of my time within that class will always be cherished. So thank
you to theatre class, and the people within
it that made it so special.
Logan Murray
In the year 2031, I will hopefully
be taking over the reins of managing my
family’s business. We will hopefully have
multiple stores at that point. I will also be
a proud alumni of The Citadel. I hope to be
living on my own, preferably in a house,
getting comfortable with life as an adult. I
also hope to be at a point in my life where
I am with a serious significant other. My plan to accomplish this
is to first get my Accounting degree at The Citadel, earning a 5
year degree in four, to help me with specific aspects of my family
business. I also plan to keep running a smart business model
to allow ourselves to be in a position to expand to other parts
of town. When it comes to a house, I will have built up enough
credit that I can take out a loan for a mortgage if I needed to for
a house. Finally, I will hopefully be with a significant other, that I
am seriously committed to, from a detailed vetting process to find
someone that shares similar values as me. All of my goals for 10
years will hopefully be nearly accomplished or totally completed,
especially with my dedicated work ethic.
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Anya Newby
Throughout my years at SOA,
I have met and grown close to some of
my dearest friends in a space where we
are able to collaborate, experience each
other’s passions, and nurture a sense of
community. I do not know who or where
I would be if I did not audition for SOA in
the 5th grade. While I often overlook it, I
am so grateful for my ability to play violin
and ability to express catharsis through
music, and playing in a strong symphony
orchestra has given me a sense of community within my talent.
Outside of strings, the encompassing nature of the arts has made
me want to continue with studies in the arts moving forward.
SOA’s environment has truly cultivated and amplified my love for
the arts, all while introducing me to the
people I find most important today.
Chi Nguyen
Something I would’ve done
differently if I were entering SOA as a 6th
grader is that I would’ve tried to make
more friends or tried to be able to hang out
more out of school. This would be more
important in high school, but you’d want to
hang out with people regularly and build a
support network. High School is stressful,
not just because of the school itself, but socially, mentally, and
emotionally, so you’d want to start building a safety net of good
people to support you and go through the next four or 7 years
together. The first person I became friends with in 6th grade is
still one of my closest friends to this day, 7 years later, and the
many amazing people I’ve gotten to be close with have also helped
me tremendously. Whatever grade you’re in, branch out and
meet other people from other grades. You could get advice from
someone older or give advice to someone younger, which benefits
everyone since you can help each other grow. I have a few friends
in lower grades and I think of them as my little siblings because
I’ve relied on them for so much. Also, don’t be afraid to move on
from people. Not everyone will grow how you want them to and
you need to keep your own self interest in
mind.
Shivani Pandey
My major, visual arts, had the
strongest impact on me in my time at SOA.
The high school art teachers, Ms. Cimballa
and Mrs. Richardson, have always
provided me and my peers with a safe
environment to be ourselves. They have
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pushed and guided me to reach my highest potential and always
do my personal best not only in my art, but my life as well. The art
room has always been a place of solace at school where I could do
what I love in the company of people I love. I will miss the times we
shared together, but I am excited for what the future holds.
Lizbeth Perez Brion
I entered SOA as a freshman, not a
6th grader, but if I could go back and give
my 9th grade self some advice, the first
thing I’d tell her is it’s only going to get
worse, so you’ve got to get better, which for
the most part I think I did-at least I want to
say I did, maybe not, I don’t know. What I
do know is that this school has taught me
very valuable life lessons, and lots of other
educational things. I also know that this was
the place where I learned how to do what I love and plan to do for
the rest of my life. SOA is the place where I learned how to perfect
my craft and learned who I was as a designer, which is something
I am immensely grateful for because it really helped me develop
as a person as well, and taught me how to portray that person to
other people, not only through my creations, but through shows
and just one on one interactions with my classmates, whether it
be discussing our opinions on what fabric we think we should use
for a garment to giving each other advice in our personal lives.I am
forever grateful for SOA but mainly grateful for the opportunities
it gave me. Thank you.
Hunter Poole
In the year 2031, I am hoping to be a marine
biologist with 2 research papers published
and they would be well known. I am hoping
to get there with my bachelor’s degree in
Marine Science, and while studying for that
I am hoping to get multiple internships that
will get my name out into the community.
I am already trying for the dolphin and
shark DNA swabbing internships with my
college. Hopefully as soon as I get out I will
be able to get a job doing deep sea coral research after getting quite
a few recommendations. OK PURR!
Aydan Reimer
An SOA education can be extremely
beneficial to those who are open to it. I
think you have to be able to understand and
accept that SOA is not, and will not ever be
comparable to a ‘normal’ high school in
order to truly benefit from the advantages
of an SOA education. I will never forget 7th
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grade English with Mrs. Horschel; if you were lucky enough to be
in her class, I’m sure you can understand why. She taught me so
much beyond English and I am, and will continue to be grateful for
her. Enjoy your time at SOA, whether you only have one more year
or six. It is a candidly wonderful place to have spent the last seven
years, and I am thankful for all that it has taught me.
Piper Reinwald
If I was entering SOA as a 6th grader
right now, I would most likely make more
of an effort to meet and become closer with
the people outside of my major. It wasn’t
until the last two years that I felt like I really
became friends with people outside of the
dance department. The people that I’ve
become the closest with this past couple of
years are the ones that I met from different
majors. On top of that, I would also want to
be more involved in school activities and to
be less lazy about opportunities given to me.
Lucy Richmond
In 2031, I want to have secured a job at
the Medical University of South Carolina
(MUSC). In which department? I am not
sure yet, but that is for my education at the
College of Charleston to help me figure out.
I am striving to either become a nurse in the
operating room or a doctor. I intend to make
this happen after graduation by continuing
on the path I am on now. When I graduate
CofC, I will attend either the College of
Nursing or College of Medicine at MUSC.
If all goes to plan, depending on which path I take, in 2031 I will
either be a nurse at MUSC or a resident doctor at MUSC. If I push
myself to my full potential, I believe that I can achieve this.
Bojena Sabin
If I were to go back in time and be
my sixth-grade self again, well, I wouldn’t.
Middle school was most certainly one of
the stranger times in my life. But, if I had
to, I’d tell myself the basics. Don’t focus on
other people’s opinions. You’d be amazed at
how much your life will change in the next
seven years. The other thing I’d say is to stop
focusing on school so much. I think what I
regret the most is the academic pressure
that was put on me in middle school and
how deeply I took that pressure to heart. There was no need for
me to be expected to pull all-nighters at twelve and thirteen. Why
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didn’t anyone tell me my grades wouldn’t matter till high school?
That my academics in middle school would not affect the course
of my life whatsoever? It really is so sad to see middle schoolers
pushing themselves to the point of being burned out just as I did.
So, if I were twelve again, I would allow myself to enjoy being a kid.
Michelle Schultze
Looking back, there were so many
times when I wanted to get out, to be more
independent and do what I want, to move
on from the sluggishness of high school
and the frustration that came along with
it. That led me to bury myself in my work
and often to self-destruction. I think that’s
how it goes for so many people, as we
incubate ourselves in a period of our lives
when we’re so dumb, overdramatic, shortsighted, and drawn to comparing ourselves with others, leading us
to the anxieties and coping mechanisms that begin to define our
worlds.
The most valuable time in my life was those first few months
of quarantine. Even as there was so much death and uncertainty,
in my little isolated world, I could recover from mental pain, focus
on taking care of myself, and have ultimate control over my time—
the most empowering thing, even as I couldn’t leave my house
except to walk/bike/run around my neighborhood. We can find
independence and excitement in tiny, seemingly insignificant
things, even while the trend toward full freedom is a frustratingly
slow one. I think that was the central meaning of my high school
experience—learning to immerse myself in things that are
constructive and freeing, and in that, to take care of myself on my
own terms.
As we all go into our new corners of the world, whether we
deteriorate or fortify ourselves will depend on the ways we cope.
In the meantime, I’ll write something lighthearted so you can stop
rolling your eyes.
Julia Shook
If I were coming to SOA as a sixth
grader again I would spend more time
working in my major and using the freedom
to be creative. My high school visual art
teachers and peers had the greatest impact
on my experience at SOA because they gave
me the encouragement and motivation
I needed to realize my goals in life and
the tools I would need to achieve them.
Being around other student artists was an
incredible experience and I loved watching
them grow as artists along with me. In 2031 I will hopefully be a
successful illustrator and artist and will have graduated from FIT.
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Julianne Smith
What can I tell the underclassmen
that they haven’t already heard? Get
involved in clubs. Go play Ultimate Frisbee
with Magnet (ask for Ms. Yackey); do
service hours through tutoring or SIA; join
something random and fun like Smash
Brothers or chess. Try a lot in your freshman
year so you can narrow it down later. Pick up
an AP or two in a subject you’re comfortable
with. Take the classes you like. If you love
French or Spanish, take as many classes as
you can here and then the AP at Magnet. Double up on math if you
get bored with language and need to fill an elective. Yearbook and
journalism are always available. My friends may laugh when I say
I wish I pushed myself more. That doesn’t have to be you, but if
there’s something you want to do, you should. Have fun in school
and the years will go by more smoothly.
Zane Sommons
For the years that I’ve attended SOA,
I have always enjoyed being in a classroom
with Ms. Cimballa and Ms. Richardson.
Not only are they wonderful teachers and
mentors, but also great friends. In their
classes I’ve grown and developed the
skills I now have to create some of my best
artwork. I can’t imagine being an artist, or
being myself right now, without either of
them. I’m incredibly thankful to be their
student and have them guide me for these
last few years. I’ve never met a pair of teachers that I’ve connected
with as well as Ms. Cimballa and Ms. Richardson.
Cayden Spitz
The thing I loved the most about
going to SOA was the environment.
Being at this school is so different than
probably 99% of schools. I learned things
here that I never would have learned in
a normal school. Being in your major
teaches everyone so so much about that
and it’s practically free. Free to get a 7 year
education in your major. The community
at SOA is also amazing. All the people are
considerably nicer and just more respectful
of people being themselves. SOA makes it very easy for everyone
to just be themselves. I’m really glad I got to go to this school and
I’m going to miss it, but I also won’t.
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Sophie Stalnaker
I am lucky that I have gone to SOA
for the last seven years. This past year was
a strange end to my time here at SOA, but
I look back at my first six years at SOA
with fondness. The first event of the year
was often the side-by-side concert. With
all of the strings majors in middle and high
school crammed onto the RMMT theatre,
everyone was forced to watch for the baton
of Dr. Selby in order to play together as a
group. Come December, the orchestra,
band, and vocal majors collaborated for our annual Christmas
concert. In tenth and eleventh grade, I was able to play in the
Gaillard. I remember how the Deaf and Hard of Hearing students
signed “Silent Night” while we were playing it and we joined them
in signing as soon as we ended the piece. When everyone lowered
their hands, the audience was taught to sign clapping by turning
their hands in the air. It was a powerful moment. The new year
would get off to a promising start with the annual Oyster Roast.
Live music, food, and plenty of oysters all made the oyster roast
a beloved event for the strings majors. In the spring, the Spring
Showcase brought food trucks and collaborations with all of the
majors. Additionally, there would be concerto concerts where the
winners would play concertos. We would end the year well with our
last concert because the female strings majors would wear colorful
spring dresses. Those colorful dresses represent what SOA means
to me. SOA teaches us how to inspire and better our communities
with our art.
Kenna Steele
In the year 2031 or ten years from today, I am 28 years
old and a graduate from Savannah College
of Art and Design. I have moved from
Savannah to the larger city of Atlanta,
where I use art together with science in an
urban and community setting. I continue
my career research and collaborate with
scientists to help people find better access,
understanding and interest in themselves
and the world around them. These topics
include civil engineering, biochemistry,
sustainability practices, and work with
epidemiologists. Along with my interest in
academia, I also focus a lot of my time on my family, my love of
the natural world, and my friends. I’m in a few mycology groups, I
want to intern as a paleontologist, and I play lots of video games.
To get to this point, I’m going to study and motivate myself with
intervals of rest that are much needed in today’s world. I will get
my BA in Fine Arts while studying Illustration with a minor of
Scientific Illustration at SCAD, and then go to Graduate school for
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a degree in a doctoral, sustainability or biological field. I’ll intern
at museums, the botanical gardens or zoos in Atlanta, reading a
lot of books and trying to make connections. I’ll continue doing
art commissions and freelance illustration/design while having a
day job to pay tuition. Whatever I end up studying or doing, more
than anything I want to focus on relationships with my friends and
family, as that is the most meaningful future to me.
Kylie Stephens
In 2031 I will be completing my veterinary
residency at a veterinary clinic. I intend on
making this happen by earning a degree
in animal and veterinary science from
Clemson University. After I complete
my undergraduate degree, I will attend a
veterinary school for 4 years to earn my
doctorate in veterinary medicine. Then,
I will further my education by getting an
internship at a veterinary clinic. Once I
have completed this internship, I will be
able to continue my residency. I am not
quite sure where I will be living in 2031, but I am almost positive
I will still be in the South. Perhaps, I will be somewhere in Florida
soaking up the sun on the weekends, while saving animals during
the weekdays.
Madalyn Stisher
From the start of 6th grade, SOA
has been a place where every walk of life
walks the same halls. The first day came
as a whirlwind of tasks and people. My
timid 11 year old self sunk to the back of
the groups until 2nd period where I was in
a room surrounded with familiar things:
ballet barres, mirrors, music, and marley.
Everything from there became easier.
As the years progressed at SOA I fell in
and out of love with school. Some days the excitement of the arts
motivated me to create the newest and best things. Other days I felt
hindered by how great the people in the school were. But through
every day at SOA I learned something new. These memories and
people will stick with me forever.
Manny Summers
If I had the chance to start over in
6th grade, I would first change my major
to theater for middle school up until 8th
grade. My 8th grade year, I would switch
to vocal and stay there till the end of my
9th grade year. Going into my 10th grade
year, I would change my major to band and
stay there till I graduate. Through my first
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couple of years in theater, I would gain as much knowledge in stage
production, mixing, and sound work. My 2 years in vocal, I would
learn how to sight sing and hone my singing chops. Finally though
my last years of high school, I would combine all my skills so that I
could produce my own music with vocals and instruments.
Lilly Tipton
If I could choose any teacher or class
that had the biggest impact on me, it would
be my strings classes taught by Dr. Selby.
Leaving middle school and entering high
school, I was never confident in myself as a
musician, but now as I leave Selby’s class,
I have not only gained more confidence
but also gained knowledge I will keep with
me throughout my life. He taught our class
about these 10 rules that hang up on his
wall. They were always related to his class,
but they were rules that I think everyone should keep with them.
Dr. Selby has taught me what it means to be a leader, even when it
came on so fast. He has been a mentor and a person I will continue
to look up to and aspire to be. And his classes will be ones I never
forget.
Hazel Vannewkirk
Throughout my four years at SOA,
I have been so lucky to create so many
amazing relationships with every teacher I
have had. I’ve never been someone who is
naturally academically inclined, so the one
teacher that truly helped me care about
the work I produced in her class, definitely
had the biggest impact on me.
Mrs McKinley taught me English
2 sophomore year, and I really struggled
with her work for the first two quarters. She encouraged me to meet
with her for help. Of course she helped me improve my writing
and ability to complete assignments, but the main reason why I
felt motivated to succeed in her class was because she went out
of her way to build a relationship with me. I wanted to complete
every assignment with all effort so that I
wouldn’t let her down. I have never fully
experienced this with another class and I
am so lucky to have had her as my teacher.
Davis Varnado
Yesterday, I had to stay after
school to record songs for my final show
here at SOA. As I went to get water, I
passed by poster after poster of every
show the Theatre department has put
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on. I stopped to think, and tried to count every show I’ve been in
during these seven years: every Greek Theater showcase (we did
multiple), every “practicum” show, and every full-out production
in the RMMT. Unsurprisingly, I couldn’t count them all. Some
were easy to remember: Romeo and Juliet, A Comedy of Errors,
Hello My Baby!, and Wasp.Yet dozens more, all with their own
stories and little inside jokes, fell through the cracks over time.
Each show follows a distinct rule, which I call “The SOA
Theatre Department’s Formula for Putting on a Show (no matter
the size).” According to this rule, everything is a complete disaster
until the last minute (and I mean the LAST minute), and by some
grace of god, the show blooms into a beautiful little flower on
opening night. While this sounds unpleasant to many (and believe
me, it can be), it is the main reason why I believe I have grown so
much as an actor. I’ve learned how to be professional on the spot,
and how to balance the fun and seriousness in theatre.
Before I came to SOA, I thought that theatre would just be
a hobby, something to tide me over before I dove into my academic
passions in College. Now I realize that SOA has made me truly love
and respect theatre in a completely new way, and it is something
that I cannot lose so easily. I am going to miss this.
Zen Vincion
In 2029, I plan to be working
for a company such as NASA or Boeing,
and making my living off of aerospace
engineering. My college education will
provide me with the necessary skills and
expertise to excel in my work, and I plan
to use these skills to take on a challenging
yet profitable job. However, my plan is
to eventually start my own company/
business, and become my own boss. I
want to use the money I make wisely, and
make lots of investments and savings. My goal is not only to make
money and become financially comfortable, but I also want to be
happy with my life. My interests may change over the course of my
education and work, and I want to find the job that will fulfill those
interests while keeping me happy and financially sound. I want to
be successful enough during my time of work so that I may retire
earlier and travel as much as possible. I plan to circle the globe
before I get too old, so that I can still enjoy
experiences in the same way I do now. But
no matter how my life happens, I will make
sure that it keeps me happy, healthy, and
grateful.
Ella Waldron-Noren
Entering my high school years at SOA,
I was very skeptical, having come from
a restrictive environment in my middle
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school arts program. I had lost some of my passion and motivation
for making art and hardly felt any “push” to ignite my artistic drive.
When I was finally enrolled in my class, I saw that there was a new
teacher: Ms Richardson. Ms Rich has given me, and many other
students, the “push” that we’ve needed all these years. Being lucky
enough to create art in such a nurturing and positive environment,
I’ve watched my artwork progress and take form through many
different themes and mediums. She has given needed support
both inside and outside of the arts program, quickly becoming the
teacher that most people look to go to when they need help, or
just want to talk (even if they aren’t in visual arts). I thank both of
my wonderful art teachers, Ms Richardson and Ms Cimballa, for
helping me become the artist and student that I am today. Thank
you and I promise to visit!

have to show for it is a collection of unique personalities I call my
friends. Before SOA I was always the odd one out, constantly trying
to mold myself into whatever shape fit the gaze of those around
me. Freshman year I walked into my theatre class (on the second
day of school… oops) a shy, stuttering, and embarrassed kid. Even
though I had no clue who I really was, the other students at SOA
welcomed me and gave me a safe space to develop as a person.
Throughout my four years at SOA I have squished myself
into a friend group full of unique people with diverse personalities
and experiences. Through them I have learned a lot about myself
as well as the world around me. Like any group of people, we have
ups and downs, sometimes our personalities clash and we fight,
yet through it all we understand each other. Comradery like this
happens so seamlessly at SOA as we are all connected through the
arts.

Collin Ware
It’s pretty easy for me to see that
Mr. Mike, my 7-8th grade teacher, had
the most impact on me. I don’t always
like teachers, like ever; but he never felt
like a teacher. He was the guy that taught
through experience and had a story or
explanation for everything. He taught me
how the world works. Those lessons never
left my head and only made more sense
as time went on and on. There had never
been a teacher so kind and understanding.
For that, I cannot thank him enough.

Nikki Zahedi
Mr. Orvin and his global studies
class had the strongest impact on me.
Mr. Orvin took time to learn about all of
his students and get close with everyone,
and he truly seemed to care about each
and every student. He had a unique way
of teaching, and I have this habit where I
forget everything I’ve learnt in a class after
I take the final, but there are still a lot of
things that have stuck with me from global
studies. Mr. Orvin came to school everyday
ready to teach and never had an “off” day,
no matter what was going on in his life. He
taught us everything we needed to know for his class, and even
things we can use outside of class on the daily. Mr. Orvin is a good
person with good morals, and was a good influence (for the most
part, haha) to high school students and showed us all that we can
learn while having fun.

Justice Jaylen Wooden
In 2031, I would like to be a
professional dancer and Emmy award
winning choreographer based out of a
major city like NYC,LA, or London. I
want to be able to make my own schedule,
pick only 10-20 gigs a year, and obtain a
reputation of one of the strongest dancers
and choreographers in the Western
Hemisphere. I plan on accomplishing this
by attending the University of Southern
California, booking jobs in my free time,
somehow working with a dance convention
on the weekends, and choreographing in certain studios. In
addition to that, I’d also like to grow my social media following and
participate in more Los Angeles activities
such as acting or singing to increase my
engagement. I will have it all. Oh, and I
want to retire early and teach at a university
in like 2035 or something. Maybe start a
dance studio, who knows. The sky is the
limit.
Aidan Wunderley
Four years, nine shows, thirty two
classes, and one thesis at SOA and all I
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Estrella Mercado

Angel,
There are no words
that could express
how proud of you
I am. From the
sweet little girl
to the wonderful
woman you have
become, you are still
a blessing to me,
and nothing will
ever change that.
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A.J. Bednarczyk

Congratulations, AJ! Plot your course
settings for a successful future filled with
happiness! Love, Mom, Dad, and Maggie

I love you with all
my heart and soul,
Grandma

Travis Dannecker
In the blink of an eye, we
went from your first day of
school to your last. You’ve
made us proud.
Let’s gooooooo!
Mom, Dad, Alison,
Deanna, Julie and Kevin
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Brianna Breckenridge

You are bright and
beautiful and I am so proud
of you. I can’t wait to see
what you do at Clemson!
Love you,
Mom

Susan Elliott

We are so proud of the person you have
become, Susie. Time to fly! We love you so
much.
Love, mom, dad + Sam

Brooke Brunson
Brooke,
I am beyond
proud of all you’ve
accomplished! Go
chase your dreams.
I’ll be cheering you
on every step of
the way!
Love,
Mom
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Kaitlyn Kogler

Davis Varnado

Congratulations,
Kaitlyn Kogler!
We couldn’t
be prouder of
the exceptional
young woman
you have
become!

Congratulations,
Davis! You make
us so proud every
day with your
creativity, your
courage, your
kindness, and your
hard work. We’re
looking forward to
the next chapter!
With much love,
Mom, Dad, &
Anne Wilson

We love you to
pieces.
Mom, Eddie,
Maddie & Kyle
IMG_1687.jpg

Tyler Herrman
We are so incredibly proud
of you! It’s been an honor
to watch you grow through
the years, and now you are
off to college to begin the
next phase of your life. We
can’t wait to see what the
future has in store for you.
We love you more than you
could ever know!!
Love,
Mom, Mr. D and Kayla

tps://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/WhctKKWxRBSqGqtwWKpLWHNbjVzszqQKdWfRXBtsfLPKvcgbpSvtvxXTsBNQLjjxTFnjFRQ?projector=1&me… 1/1
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Leah Rochelle McLeod Hand
Leah, you have made us
laugh, cry and the proudest
parents in the room! We
are so impressed by the
beautiful talented woman
you are. Be true to yourself
no matter what stage you’re
on, we are always cheering
for you.
Love Mom, Dad, & Family

Aidan Wunderley

Aidan, keep being so
sensational they can’t ignore
you!
Bravo & much love-Mom,
Dad, and Jack
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Katie Forrester
We love you and
we’re so proud
of all you have
accomplished
and the amazing
young woman
you have become!
Congratulations!
Love, Mom and
Dad
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Makenna Fugate
“The struggles,
challenges, and
obstacles that it
takes to succeed in
life are what makes
success more valuable.
Nothing great comes
easy and nothing easy
can ever equate to
greatness.” We are so
proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Addie,
and Holland

Sara Coggins

Congratulations, Sara! You
make us proud every day
and we love you more than
words can say!
Enjoy UofSC!!
Love,
Mom, Dad & Baba
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Kiley Hallen
Congratulations, Kiley! I am so very proud
of you. I cannot wait to see the great things
your future holds. With love, Mom and
family

Esther Ray

Congratulations on this big
accomplishment!
We’ve loved our front
row seat watching
you learn, grow, and
share your values and
talents with the world
around you. Keep it
up--we’ll be cheering
you on from afar in
the next chapter. So
proud of you! Love,
Mom & Dad
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Logan Baker
Congratulations, Logan!!! You are such an
amazing blessing to us! We are so proud
of the beautiful,
smart, talented
young lady that
you are. We can’t
wait to see where
your dreams will
take you! Love
you the most,
Mom, Dad, and
Evan

Allison Taylor Green
Congratulations,
Allison!
“Be Unafraid to be
completely you, and
accept all those other
individuals as they
are.”
~Alicia Keys
I am excited to see
what the future holds
for you! Love you,
Mom and Paul
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John Wesley Kornahrens
John Wesley, we
are very proud
of you, and are
excited about
your future.
We love you
to infinity and
beyond!
Mom, Dad, and
Brantley

Cayden Spitz
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Mazel Tov Cayden, you have made it!
We are so proud of you! We can’t wait to
see where life takes you.
We love you so very much. Love Mom,
Dad, Adah and Millie.

Julia Shook
“She walks in beauty like
the night,
Of cloudless climes and
starry skies …”
Lord Byron
She walks in beauty, leaving
smiles,
And some mystery over
these miles
Brought forth to shine,
watch her light rise.
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Estrella Angelina Mercado

To our beautiful and talented, with a unique
way of style, a wonderful
daughter and
an awesome
granddaughter. We
are proud of the
young lady
you have become.
Don’t let anything
hold you back.
Love your dad, G ma,
and G pa
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Julien Kucklick
We are so proud
of you, Julien,
for the kind,
compassionate,
and talented
young man you
have become.
We can’t wait
to see what the
next chapter has
in store for you
at college in NYC! Love, Mom, Dad, Steven,
Emily, Aunt Anne (and your feathered and
fur friends too)

Elijah Aiken-Dietz
Drive fast, take chances,
Bobby!
Congratulations! We are so
proud of you!!!!
We love you,
Mom and Dad Bacon-Eats
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Kristina Kerr
Kristina Marie,
Best Wishes and
Blessings, baby
girl!
With Love and
Pride today and
always!
Mom and Dad
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Hunter Poole
6/1/2021

20210601_143836.jpg

To my oldest Hunter,
I sit here today proud
of the young adult you
are turning into, and the
achievement of graduating
from SOA. As your
journey into adulthood
continues at USCB, just
know that you have every
opportunity to become
and do everything that
your heart desires. Always
remember that I will always be there for you, no
matter how far I am away.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/KtbxLwgsxQlbXjGrlrPpVCJlwGxkXgBljV?projector=1&messagePartId=0.1

Love Always,
Daddy & Bailey

Savannah Lonyo

Savannah,
We are so very
proud of all you
have accomplished.
Keep embracing
life with passion,
and keep reaching
for your star.
We love you, Mom,
Dad and JoJo

Davis Black

“There are far, far better things ahead, than any
we leave behind.” -CS Lewis
Congratulations, Davis! We are so proud of the
young man you have become and can’t wait to see
what the future holds for you.
We love you all the world! Dad, Mom, Addie &
Megan

1/1
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Tristan Wells
We are proud of the young
man you have become
and everything you have
accomplished! Your bright
future awaits you!
Love,
Dad, Mom & Meghan

Autumn Chaveco
So proud of your accomplishments and hard
work.
Can’t wait
to see what
the future
brings!
Love you
very much,
Mama &
Daddy

Hannah Bendure

We are so proud
of you and all your
accomplishments.
Congratulations! We
can’t wait to see how
you impact the world.
Love, Mom & Dad
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Collin Ware
Collin - We
are so proud of
you and your
journey. Your
opportunities
are wide open,
and we can’t wait
to see where life
takes you!
Love, The Fam.

Jackson Coatsworth

Words can
not express
how proud
of you we
are! Always
remember
that there’s no
limit to what
you can do!
We love you!
-Mom & Dad
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Ellis Fox
Congratulations, Ellis! We are
incredibly proud of you and
all that you have
accomplished, and endlessly
in awe of your talents,
intelligence, determination,
and humor. You’ve earned the
rewards that have come to
you with amazing character
and grace. Do what you love,
do it well and good things
will follow. Take a breath
and enjoy the process as you
embrace life with passion
while dreaming new dreams
to embark on the continued
success that awaits you! All our love
and endless support, xoxo.
Mom, Dad & Law

Will Brown
Congratulations, Will!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Sarah
Katherine, Carolyn, Bob
and Buddy

Nic Tuemler

Congratulations, Nic!
We are so very proud of
you!
ILYSM,
Dad,
Mome,
Rhett,
and Lola
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Lizzie Herring

Congratulations,
Lizzie! We love you
so much! Mom,
Dad, McPhail, and
William

Zen Vincion
Zen, we are
immensely proud
of you and love
you beyond words!
Dream, believe, be!
Love, Mom, Dad,
Kalea, Howie and
Oreo.
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Ramie Thompson

Congratulations,
Ramie!
We are so proud of
you and love you so
much!
Mom, Dad, and
Mills

Anya Newby

Congratulations for all of your amazing
accomplishments over the years. Onto the
next adventure!
We are so proud of you, Pinny!
Love
Mom, Dad & Luther
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Clara Collins
No one knows how
hard you worked
on Applause and
the amount of time
you spent outside of
school, but your hard
work paid off. You are
NYU Tisch bound and
we could not be more
proud.
Love, Mom, Dad, and
MacKay

Tay Jones

We’re proud of
you, Tay!
Up up and away!!
Love, Mom and
Dad
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Hannah Elledge

We are so proud of
you, Hannah Reese!
Keep building those
moon boxes and
let’s get ready for
Chicago!
– Dad, Mom & Jack

Katie Everman

Congratulations,
Katie! We couldn’t
be more proud of the
smart, sweet, talented
and beautiful young
lady you have become.
We have truly enjoyed
watching you grow
and dance for all
these years. Prayers
and well wishes for
a wonderful start to
your future at the
University of South
Carolina! We love you so much!
Mom and Dad
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Piper Reinwald
Congratulations,
Piper! We are so
proud of all that you
have accomplished!
You are an
incredibly talented
and determined
young woman. We
love you and can’t
wait to see the
future you create for
yourself at Cal Arts
and beyond!

Maggie Colie

We are so proud of the
amazing person you
have grown to be. You
are not just smart and
talented; you are kind,
compassionate, and
going to change the
world for the better!
No matter where life
takes you, you always
have our support. We
love you more than
you know!
Total Praise & Love,
Padre, Mama, &
Kennedy

Katie Oswald

“Promise me that you’ll give faith a
fighting chance,
And when you get the choice to sit
it out or dance…
I hope you dance…”
Love,
Mommy, Daddy, and Emma
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Horton School of
Music & Performing Arts
The Horton School of Music at Charleston Southern University prepares
students for careers as professional musicians, educators, music therapists
and worship leaders, and furthers the performing arts in the Charleston
region and beyond.

ARTS PROGRAMS
MUSIC

THEATRE

- Music Education – Instrumental and Choral
- Music Therapy
- Music Performance – Instrumental, Vocal, Piano
- Music & Worship Leadership

- Theatre Minor
- Lyric Theatre
- Opera Scenes
- CSU Players

VISUAL ARTS
- Graphic Design
- Visual Arts Studio

CHECK OUT OUR
UPCOMING EVENTS!
csumusic.org

Learn more at charlestonsouthern.edu or call 843-863-7050
CHAR LESTONSOUTH E R N U NIVE RSIT Y

C SU NIV

CHAR LESTONSOUTH E R N
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What is the most important thing you’ve learned at SOA?
Elijah Aiken-Dietz: The most important
thing I’ve learned at SOA was the way to
approach social situations.
Naja Aleem: The most important thing I
learned at SOA is that people have a drastic
impact on the person that you become, so
choose your friends wisely.
Isabella Andrews: The most important
thing I have learned is the importance of
balance. When you balance your art with
your academics, you will be able to succeed
in both. This helps you balance out other
parts of your life as well.
Lauren Bailey: The most important thing
I’ve learned at SOA is that growth can not be
measured to one standard. The improvement
of one person can never be compared
to the growth of another and no matter
what improvement at any level should be
celebrated.
Logan Baker: I’ve learned how important
it is to remain passionate about the arts and
learning in general. It’s really easy to get
bogged down by assignments, but making
time for my art and for other things that
make me happy keeps me grounded. Having
teachers that are passionate about their
subjects has also been an amazing boost in
morale throughout the years.
Hannah Bendure: To not give up on

something just because you’re frustrated
that you don’t get it at first.

Davis Black: I’ve learned how to better
work with and understand people who are
different from me.
Caroline Blumer: The most important
thing I learned at SOA is that art is a part
of my life. I thought when I was a freshman
in high school that I would graduate and
never write again, but during quarantine,
I realized that if I did not have a creative
outlet, I was going to be discontent with
my life. In quarantine, I realized that time
is cyclical, and I thought creativity was too.
But it’s more like the ocean. Creativity ebbs
and flows w ith t ime, b ut i t n ever j ust stops
and repeats itself or starts anew. Processing
and understanding this, I realized that I am
a person who has to create things. It’s how I
process myself, the world around me, and it’s
how I’m able to grow.
William Brown: You can’t please
everyone.

Autumn Chaveco: The most important
thing I’ve learned at SOA is that we are
definitely not like a normal high school.
Sara Coggins: To not care about what
others think
Maggie Colie: CPR from Bio 1 is pretty
important I guess.
Clara Collins: I learned how to write, how
to be a good friend, how to grow from both
my failures and successes; I truly became
the person I am today because of SOA. I also
learned to pay attention in the parking lot
because Magnet kids will always try to cut
you off. I t hink t hese t hings a re a ll equally
important.
Marcos Colon: The ten of rules of Dr. Selby.
Adam Crosby: Don’t procrastinate, even
if it seems to work out in the end. You’re
creating an unhealthy amount of stress for
yourself.
Haley Curtis: The most important thing
SOA taught me was how everyone has
different views, skills and lives which allows
them to contribute differently to the world.
Travis Dannecker: The most important
thing I’ve learned at SOA is to be yourself
because the right people will like you for who
you are.
Maria Del Mastro: Probably to be
independent, use your resources but don’t
rely on others too much.
Avea Diamond: To utilize your time wisely,
it creates consistency.
Hannah Elledge: I think SOA taught me
that not all pretentious people are bad.
Grace Estes: Be able to balance life with
school, because they will try to make it only
school. Realize that you will have a life after
all of this.
Delaney Faile: That The Merchant of
Venice is my least favorite Shakespeare play.
Would not recommend.
Sam Fiengold: Doing what you love is
underrated.
Katie Forrester: The most important thing
I’ve learned at SOA is how impactful art and
fiction are both in my own life and in the lives
of others. Without being introduced to such
powerful literature and being so supported in
my creative writing major, I would not have
developed such a focused love for fiction.
Makenna Fugate: I’ve learned how to
better express myself and I’ve been able to

understand myself a bit better
Mya Genegrasso: I learned how to draw
and that I want to teach people how to draw
and do art.
Allison Green: Having incredible friends
and a strong sense of self is very valuable.
Breona Green: The most important
thing I’ve learned at SOA would be how to
be more independent when it comes to my
assignments. I should have cared more
from the beginning because some teachers
care to help but others will watch you from
beginning to end.
Samuel Hagen: I’d say the most important
thing I’ve learned here is the importance of
fostering friendships and hard work (which I
know is cheesy, but it’s true!)
Emma Hales: To be yourself.
Patrick Hamilton: Not to trust that the
cafeteria milk isn’t expired.
Charlie Hastings: How to fake it until you
make it.
Sophie Heinold: I think the most important
thing I’ve learned at SOA is that it’s actually
possible to pursue your major and it can be
more than a hobby if you want it to be.
Lizzie Herring: Shakespeare is meant to
be acted- not read. If you think you can’t
understand Shakespeare, you can! Just
watch the play.
Tyler Herrman: I learned how to get along
with different kinds of people.
Joseph Ho-Mueller: The importance of
ensemble work and being able to get along
with people.
Ben Hudd: After all the general high school
things, I’d say when it comes to writing it
would be all the different ways to look over my
work, rework it, take constructive criticism,
and each of the different s tyles, a nd things
my teachers taught me in that class.
Anya Hutchins: Everyone is so unique
and different in many ways and it should be
accepted rather than judged.
Alexander Jones: To not take yourself too
seriously.
Cameron Jones: With enough practice, the
impossible can become tangible.
Emma Joyce: The most important thing
that I have learned at SOA was how to work
well with others.
John Kornahrens: I’ve learned that
surrounding yourself with the right people
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will let you become who you really want to
be.
Sam Kremser: The most important thing
I’ve learned about SOA is dedication.
Riley Main: I’ve learned that challenging
yourself and trying things you are scared of
isgoodforyou.I 
Marshall McArthur: The most important
thing I have learned at SOA is that it is okay
to take breaks and have a moment to breathe.
Charles McGuinn: How to focus my mind
on learning something that I want to be
proficient in
Estrella Mercado: To just keep pushing
through. It’s almost over.
Markayla Miller: That you can do anything
you put your mind to.
Sylera Morrison: The most important
thing I learned was that school is a
collaborative effort. Over the years, I’ve
had to rely on teachers, friends and family
members to help me get through high school.
If I didn’t understand a concept taught by a
teacher then I’d ask a classmate; if I didn’t
have a ride somewhere then I’d ask a friend;
if I needed moral support then I’d ask family
or friends for advice. You have to be open to
asking for help sometimes.
Dixon Moss: Just knowing how to maintain
a healthier social life and self image.
Logan Murray: How to become a better
musician
Anya Newby: Do not let anyone tell you
who you can and cannot be! Follow what you
want, wholeheartedly and always.
Chi Nguyen: Dr. Selby’s 10 rules which he
would repeat to us every day. Show up, pay
attention, breathe, know what you know and
know what you don’t know, do your job, be
yourself, practice forgiveness, gratitude,
kindness, and happiness.
Lizbeth Perez Brion:The most important
thing I’ve learned at SOA is the importance
of taking care of oneself and remembering to
still enjoy life while getting work done, just
having balance.
Hunter Poole: I learned that it is important
to surround yourself with people who care
about you.
Esther Ray: Sometimes things don’t work
out as planned, but that’s okay. It usually
works itself out in the end, and can even
become something better than expected.
Aydan Reimer: The most important thing
I have learned at SOA is to be accepting of
not only myself but others and their beliefs.
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Piper Reinwald:Themostimportantthing
t hat I’ve learned at SOA, is that it’s really
helpful to be open-minded and accepting of
everyone who comes into your life, because
youwillmeetandbecomefriendswithpeople
thatyouwouldhaveneverexpected.
Lucy Richmond: The most important
thing I’ve learned at SOA is that you should
be confident and be yourself.
Bojena Sabin: That I don’t look good with
bangs
Michelle Schultze: Being surrounded by
art every day is a much more valuable, rare
thing than people realize.
Julia Shook: The most important thing
I’ve learned is the value of critique and
surrounding yourself with other artists who
inspire you.
Julianne Smith: How to diversify. Being
able to consistently study an artistic area
and also participate in a variety of academic
classes helped me figure out what I wanted
to learn.
Zane Sommons: The most important
thing I’ve learned is to explore what you like,
regarding arts.
Cayden Spitz: The most important thing I
learned at SOA was respect towards everyone
and how they want to live their life and what
they are like.
Sophie Stalnaker: I have learned how to
collaborate with other people and be a part
of a community of artists.
Kylie Stephens: The most important
thing I have learned at SOA is to appreciate
everyone’s talents and differences.
Madalyn
Stisher:
Every individual is
different; they process
differently,
learn
differently, and express
differently...and
that’s what shapes a
functioning community.
Manny Summers: To
be myself
Lillian Sustaita: Time
management
Anna Temples: The
controls for Smash
Ultimate
Lilly Tipton: I have
learned that you can
trust your teachers and
friends because they
will help you when you
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need it.
Davis Varnado: I’ve learned that it’s ok to
make mistakes. Everyone here is incredibly
supportive, from peers to teachers, and will
provide amazing feedback to help you grow
as an artist.
Zen Vincion: The most important thing
that I’ve learned being at SOA is that people
should be accepted for who they are, no
matter their race, personality, opinions, or
beliefs.
Ella Waldron-Noren: The importance of
building connections with people along the
way, no matter what my end goal is.
Collin Ware: That I am not a fan of school.
Tristan Wells: The most important thing I
have learned is even when everything seems
like the world is going to end, it won’t, there
is always another day, and no matter what is
happening now, as long as you try, it will get
better.
Justice Jayler Wooden: I learned how to
balance my academic and personal life.
Aidan Wunderley: At SOA I have learned
the importance of every role (person,
relationship, event), no matter how small
they may seem.
Jonathan Yi: The people in your life will
carry you through to the end, and being
passionate about your art is key even when it
is so easy to not care.
Nikki Zahedi: Leaving the parking lot at
the same time as the AMHS kids is a whole
different l evel o f s cary. J ust c ause you’re
really smart does not mean you’re a good
driver apparently.
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What quote do you want to be remembered by?
Elijah Aiken-Dietz: "If in doubt, flat out."
Naja Aleem: "It's very important in life to
know when to shut up. You should not be
afraid of silence."- Alex Trebek
Isabella Andrews: "The most beautiful
experience we can have is the mysterious.
It is the fundamental emotion that stands
at the cradle of true art and true science." Albert Einstein
Lauren Bailey: "Your rank and wealth,
Harry; my brains, such as they are-my art,
whatever it may be worth; Dorian Gray's
good looks-we shall all suffer for what the
gods have given us, suffer terribly."-Oscar
Wilde.
Logan Baker: "Those who dwell among the
beauties and mysteries of the earth are never
alone or weary of life." -Rachel Carson
Hannah Bendure: "I am ready to face

any challenge that might be foolish
enough to face me." -Dwight K Schrite,
The Office
Davis Black: "I may be smart, but that
doesn't mean I'm not dumb" -Sammuel
Haegen

Caroline Blumer: "Perry the platypus, your
timing is impeccable...and by impeccable...!
MEAN COMPLETELY PECCABLE." -Dr.
Doofenshmirtz, Phineas and Ferb.
Will Brown: "Why are you mad, when you
can be GLAD?" -Taylor Swift
Autumn Chaveco: The question isn't
'What are we going to do?' it's 'What aren't
we going to do?'
Sara Coggins: The hallways always smell
bad
Maggie Colie: "BE THE BIG MAMAS AT
THE OPERA" -Robin Rogers
Clara Collins: "Okay I'll do it, but only for
the attention." - Jenna Maroney, 30 Rock
Marcos Colon: When in doubt do not pout.
Adam Crosby: What will be will be.
Haley Curtis: A quote I want to be
remembered by is "There is still a lot to
learn and there
is always great
stuff out there.
Even mistakes can
be wonderful."
Robin Williams
Avea Diamond:
"Cool beans"
H a n n a h
Elledge:
"For
there is nothing
either good or
bad, but thinking
makes it so." Hamlet, 2.2.
Grace Estes: "It
is better to lose
you
everything
have to keep the
balance of justice
level, than to live
a life of petty
privilege devoid
of true freedom."
- Bryant H. McGill
Delaney Faile: "I
saved Latin. What
did you ever do?"- Max Fischer, Rushmore
Sam Fiengold: "If you want to be the
best, you have to do things that other
people aren't willing to do."-Michael Phelps
Katie Forrester: "And now that you don't
have to be perfect, you can be good." -John
Steinbeck

Makenna Fugate: "Live fast and never die"
Mya Genegrasso: (Mrs. Riches look of
disapproval)
Al l ison Green: "You can't spell awesome
without me!" -Taylor Swift
Breona Green: "What a drag."- Shikamaru
Nara or "There is no force equal to a woman
determined to rise." W.E.B Dubois.
Samuel Hagan: "I want the scissors to be
sharp and the table perfectly level when you
cut me out of my life and paste me in that
book you always carry." - Billy Collins
Emma Hales: I have an amazing gaydar.
Patrick Hamilton: Is this the Crusty Crab?
Leah Hand: I don't say insightful and
meaningful things so probably nothing.
Charlie Hastings: "If I run red lights that's
my own business." -Me
Sophie Heinol d: That one Shakespeare
quote about being small.
Lizzie Herring: See my senior quote in the
yearbook. ..
Tyler Herrman: After many days of grocery
store food, sitting down for a deliberate,
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slow, expensive eating time can be the best
- phil elverum
Joseph Ho-Mueller: “Instead of worrying
about what you cannot control, shift your
energy to what you can create.”
Ben Hudd: I reckon my senior quote sums
it up nicely. “What’s the point in being grown
up if you can’t act a little childish sometimes.”
I think this works well because, not only is
it from Tom Baker’s fourth Doctor (Doctor
Who), which was one of the first I watched
when I was younger, but it also shows how
sometimes you just need that time to relax,
act a little childish and have fun.
Alexander
Jones:
“https://youtu.
be/1Rbt1TnQVwI 0:12” -Ricky Bobby
Cameron Jones: “I’m here for a good time
not a long time.” -Drake
Emma Joyce: “Sometimes you will never
know the value of a moment, until it becomes
a memory.” - Dr. Seuss
John Kornahrens: “Hang on, the
Promethean boards have an HDMI port...
guys we’re playing Smash Bros. tomorrow.”
Riley Main: My senior quote, man.
Marshall McArthur: “It only matters if
you’re having fun”
Charles
McGuinn:
“Western civilization is
a loaded gun pointed at
the head of this planet.”
-Terence McKenna
Estrella Mercado: Life
moves forward and so will
I.
Markayla
Miller:
Greys Anatomy season 1
ep 5 20:15 -20:29
Sylera Morrison: My
senior quote: Life’s most
persistent and urgent
question is, ‘What are you
doing for others? -Martin
Luther King Jr.
Dixon Moss:“Live life
the way you want to” Someone, probably
Logan Murray: ¨Get
busy living or get busy
dying.¨
Anya Newby: Be the
spider - Luther Newby
Chi Nguyen: Learn to
manage your expectations
Lizbeth Perez Brion:
“I think that little by little
I’ll be able to solve my
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own problem and survive” -Frida Kahlo
Hunter Poole: “What would you do if when
you ok so he said yes would go?”
Esther Ray: Don’t lose yourself to win the
approval of others.
Lucy Richmond: “If you’re having fun,
that’s when the best memories are built.”
-Simone Biles
Bojena Sabin: Think big get cash make em
blink fast
Michelle Schultze: “Going to build a bear
alone to nourish myself creatively” —@
freshhel
Julia Shook: “Opportunities multiply as
they are seized.” - Sun Tzu
Julianne Smith: “You need to sleep”-- me
in junior year steadfastly ignoring my own
advice. Alternately, “please eat breakfast”-constantly in Creative Writing
Zane Sommons: C’est la vie.
Cayden Spitz: You do you, I’ll do me.
Sophie Stalnaker: ¨Square box, round
pizza, triangle slices - now that’s confusing.¨
Madalyn Stisher: “All the world’s a stage
and most of us are desperately unrehearsed.”
– Sean O’Casey
Manny Summers: Be happy for this
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moment
Lillian Sustaita: “Try and fail but never
fail to try.”-Jared Leto
Anna Temples: *insert Nicki verse*
Lilly Tipton: “You’re off to great places,
Today is your day, Your mountain is waiting.
Go, get on your way!”- Dr. Suess
Davis Varnado: What quote do you want
to be remembered by? “Take chances, make
mistakes, get messy” -Ms. Frizzle
Zen Vincion: “I didn’t go to Harvard, but
the people working for me did.” -Elon Musk
Ella Waldron-Noren: ¨Look at that bird
over there¨
Collin Ware: 2006 VW Mk4 Golf GL 2.0L
- Silver
Tristan Wells: “Uhh Mrs Rink, I didn’t
take the quiz...”
Justice Jaylen Wooden: Hard work beats
talent when talent doesn’t work hard.
Aidan Wunderley: See my senior quote.
Jonathan Yi: He no nuts. He’s crazy” Shortround from Indiana Jones and The
Temple of Doom
Nikki Zahedi: I’m on the road to riches, it’s
just a lil traffic.” - Lil Wayne
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What will you miss most about SOA?
Elijah Aiken-Dietz: I will miss the people
the most.
Naja Aleem: My friends, and a decent
amount of teachers.
Isabella Andrews: I will miss the allwelcoming environment that is very unique
to SOA.
Lauren Bailey: I’ll miss the constant sound
of music coming from one location or another
within the school.
Logan Baker: I’m really going to miss being
surrounded by classmates and teachers that
I’ve known for years and years. It’s always
nice just being able to chat with people in the
hallways and catch up. I’m also really going
to miss being at a school that prioritizes and
highlights the arts so much.
Davis Black: All the people
AJ Bednarzyck: The accepting atmosphere.
Hannah Bendure: The friendships and

bonds that were created, between both
teachers and other students.

Caroline Blumer: I’m going to miss
the teachers a lot. Specifically my major
teachers. Creative Writing has such a unique
dynamic because I feel as though we all
understand each other on a deeper level than
most majors do. Our art form requires and
requests emotional vulnerability and because
of that, it creates a bond and closeness that’s
really hard to describe and replicate. Leaving
that bond and leaving the people who have

helped mold my craft into what it is today is
just really difficult.
Will Brown: I’ll miss all the random awesome
people.
Autumn Chaveco: I will definitely miss my
major the most
Sara Coggins: Jump jive and wail
Maggie Colie: My friends
Clara Collins: Discussing poetry in Ms.
DeTiberus’s class. Her classes didn’t just
shape the way I write, but the way I think.
Marcos Colon: The people.
Adam Crosby: I’m gonna miss my best
friend, Manny.
Haley Curtis: I will miss the community
Travis Dannecker: I will miss my major
(Vocal) the most because I have attended
that class every day, for the past 7 years, and
not being in that class anymore with all of my
vocal family is gonna hurt for a while.
Maria Del Mastro: I’ll miss my friends.
Avea Diamond: The many symphony
rehearsals and morning
laughs in the art room
with Ella.
Hannah Elledge: I
will miss my creative
writing class the most.
More
specifically,
the people in it. For
seven years, they have
remained a constant for
me, through stressful
classes, tough times, and
some really long hikes.
I don’t think there will
ever be a group of people
in my life that pushes me
and helps me grow the
way these people have
pushed me and helped
me grow. To have a
bunch of eleven year old
strangers turn into my closest friends and
family is something that I am unbelievably
lucky to have had.
Grace Estes: I miss being treated like a
student before covid.
Delaney Faile: Obviously I’m gonna miss
my friends from SOA but I’m also gonna
really miss Music Down In My Soul. It was
my favorite concert every year and I’m really
disappointed that I won’t be able to sing

“Total Praise” while I sob and hold hands
with my fellow vocal seniors. I’m at least glad
that Music Down In My Soul was my last real
(non-Covid) concert at SOA.
Sam Fiengold: The teachers; they are
incredible.
Katie Forrester: I will miss the creative
writing program here. Nothing has been
more valuable to me artistically or personally
than being in such a small artistic program
growing up, which is something I wanted to
replicate by going to a small college with a
small creative writing program.
Makenna Fugate: The friends I’ve made
Mya Genegrasso: The art room and the
highschool art teachers.
Allison Green: I will miss the energy
of this school so much. I haven’t been to
another place where the people are so unique
and sweet that I never feel judged here and it
creates the best little environment.
Breona Green: I will miss being with my
friends and the Creative Writing teachers the
most.
Patrick Hamilton: Gym class
Emma Hales: The constant chaos everyday.
Leah Hand: Performing.
Sam Hagen: I’ll miss the arts community
here, with the people who are passionate
about the art that we pursue and understand
and support each other with their endeavors.
Charlie Hastings: I will definitely miss
the people the most. I’ve met such a unique
bunch of people at this school who have all
influenced the way I think about things, and
I’m grateful for every one of them.
Sophie Heinold: I’ll miss the comfort of
seeing almost all familiar faces everyday and
being able to visit any teacher I’ve had all the
way back to sixth grade.
Lizzie Herring: I will miss the accepting
and strange atmosphere of the school. I’ll
miss knowing that I could come to school
wearing an elf costume and no one would bat
an eye.
Tyler Herrman: The environment here.
Joseph Ho-Mueller: The Jazz Band by far.
Ben Hudd: The people, without a doubt.
Over these past four years I have met some
fantastic and genuinely brilliant and kind
people. Whether it was my best friend, who
when I met him on both our first days at
lunch, got scared when I invited him to my
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table because he thought I was older than
him, but I was in fact quite younger than
him, to the teachers who’ve been so kind like
Ms. Mortensen, or Mrs. Godwin during each
of my classes with them.
Anya Hutchins: I will miss being
surrounded by passionate people who are
very talented in their arts.
Alexander Jones: The people I only see at
school.
Cameron Jones: The friends I made over
the years here.
Emma Joyce: I will miss the accepting
nature of SOA for all different types of people.
John Kornahrens: Our little artistic
community is going to be hard to leave. I’ll
especially miss my SOA vocal family.
Sam Kremser: I will miss playing in the
band.
Riley Main: I will miss walking down
hallways and hearing the orchestra warm up.
Estrella Mercado: My friends and nothing
else.
Marshall McArthur: I will miss my friends
the most at SOA.
Charles McGuinn: My friends, hanging
out with the people I love dearly and enjoy
spending my time with
Sylera Morrison: I will definitely miss
my friends and the teachers I’ve made
connections with.
Markayla Miller:
My upperclassmen
friends. They were the highlight of this year.
Dixon Moss: Spending more time with the
people I’ve met here.
Logan Murray: All the vocal concerts and
the vocal program entirely.
Anya Newby: The space made to so readily
create and the lack of judgement
Chi Nguyen: Some of my friends who I
don’t know when or if I’ll see them again.
Lizbeth Perez Brion: The thrill and
stress of the fashion show and going to class
everyday to talk with my classmates about
how stressed out we all were knowing we’d
be perfectly fine.
Esther Ray: The awesome people I’ve met
here.
Lucy Richmond: My friends and teachers
are what I will miss most about SOA. Even
though I will keep in touch with a lot of
people, it won’t be the same not being able to
see them every day
Hunter Poole: Ms. Morentson and Ms.
Orchard.
Piper Reinwald: I’m going to miss the
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optimistic and open-minded environment of
SOA the most. The students of SOA are some
of the most accepting and understanding
people to be around, and I’m going to miss
having that huge sense of support.
Aydan Reimer: I will miss having
philosophical conversations with Sophie and
Alex during lunch.
Bojena Sabin: When the band kids would
randomly sell chocolate
Michelle Schultze: The geese.
Julia Shook: I will miss painting and
drawing with my friends everyday and taking
naps on the couch in the art room.
Julianne Smith: Definitely my Creative
Writing class. It was a unique environment
that I don’t think I’ll be able to find anywhere
else.
Zane Sommons: I’ll miss my friends.
Cayden Spitz: The environment of SOA is
what I’ll miss.
Sophie Stalnaker: I will miss playing in
our amazing orchestra.
Kylie Stephens: I will miss my parking
spot that I painted and worked so hard on.
Madalyn
Stisher:
The
family-like
atmosphere!
Manny Summers: the people
Lillian Sustaita: The people I’ve been with
for so long
Anna Temples: Whenever the band kids
would sell chocolate
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Lilly Tipton: I will miss the atmosphere
and the unique qualities and experiences this
school provided.
Davis Varnado: I’m going to miss the
consistency. I’ve been at this school for the
last 7 years, and I’ve had many teachers for
multiple years in a row. It’s going to feel
weird to be in a totally new environment and
to not to do that again next year.
Zen Vincion: I’ll miss the community at
SOA the most. The people I met being in
the vocal program are irreplaceable and the
sense of belonging I felt was unique.
Ella Waldron-Noren: Seeing the same
people everyday as well as the classrooms
that I´ve spent my days creating art and
talking.
Collin Ware: Having something to do.
Tristan Wells: I will miss the atmosphere
of the school, it is unlike any other high
school.
Justice Jaylen Wooden: I will miss my
friends the most.
Aidan Wunderley: I will definitely miss
the people the most, SOA has a very diverse
range of personalities!
Jonathan Yi: The people I’ll be leaving,
specifically all the people who were interested
in learning Swing Dancing this year.
Nikki Zahedi: The people I saw everyday
in the hallways but never talked to, it added a
little life in my two dimensional brain.
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What advice do you have for underclassmen?
Elijah Aiken-Dietz: Don’t fall behind
because it’s really not fun to stress about
things when your friends are out hanging
and you have to do a month old assignment.
Naja Aleem: It’s okay to make mistakes.
Now is the best time to do that. Dont do
anything stupid, but youre allowed to be
a dumb teenager for a bit. Be kind to your
teachers, they go through hell and back for
you (and they have control over your grades).
Have as much fun as you can, and do not
overexert yourself for the sake of a good
grade.
Isabella Andrews: Make sure you start
your work early. There are never awards
for procrastinating, only long nights spent
stressing and grades that keep dropping.
Lauren Bailey: Take all the classes you can,
whether they are AP or CP. Take advantage
of as much free education as you can before
you have to pay for it later in life. (Pro tip.
take every class that is taught by Ms. Orchard
or Mr. Short)
Logan Baker: Definitely focus on striking
a good balance with your workload,
extracurriculars, and personal life. Trying to
go hard in all of those areas 100% of the time
will definitely lead to burnout, so try to form
good habits as soon as possible. If you’re
like me, you’ll probably have to learn that
balance by trial and error, but just remember
to take time to enjoy the little things. Don’t
skip events that will lead to memory-making
in favor of finishing an assignment, because
you’re only going to look back fondly on one
of those things in five years, and it’s definitely
not going to be the assignment.
Hannah Bendure: Do. Not. Fall super
behind in your classes. Teachers are
understanding to a point and you shouldn’t
take advantage of them.
Davis Black: Wear your ID
Caroline Blumer: I have a lot of advice,
but let’s be honest, I don’t think any of you
will listen. Just try to focus on yourself.
Know your personal boundaries, and if you
think that you simply can’t do that project
because it’s currently three am, just don’t
do it! Go to bed! Prioritize yourself! You’re
not special for pulling an all-nighter. You’ll
thank me later.
Will Brown: Don’t take anything too
seriously, it’s just high school.

Autumn Chaveco: Take easy classes your
senior year. You will not regret it.
Sara Coggins: Don’t slack off junior year.
Maggie Colie: The usual- do your work on
time and don’t stress too much
Clara Collins: Everyone here is talented,
but what will make you stand out, and what’s
most important, is hard work and kindness.
A little saccharine, but true!
Marcos Colon: Be yourself.
Adam Crosby: If Music Tech becomes
available again, take it.
Haley Curtis: My advice would be to not
overthink talking to others or reaching out
to those you don’t know because you could
easily make someone’s day.
Travis Dannecker: Take advantage
of being in high school before you’re an
adult, because that is the last stage of your
childhood where you have freedom from big
responsibilities.
Maria Del Mastro: Don’t spend time with
people you don’t want to be around, SOA is a
small school but you can find other friends.
Avea Diamond: Don’t let stress overcome
your school life. Things can get tough but
know there’s always a solution.
Hannah Elledge: Always dress up for
spirit week. You’re not “too cool” for it. Don’t
be that person.
Grace Estes: High school is temporary, get
the grades you want so you can set yourself
up for success
Delaney Faile: Your worth is not defined by
your academic success!!!! I know that right
now it may seem like grades are everything
(and don’t get me wrong they are important)
but they do NOT define your worth. I wish
I had realized sooner that in 5 years nobody
will care about a bad grade I got on a Pre-Cal
test or how many AP classes I took in high
school. You are so much more than a report
card or a test grade. It took me forever to
learn this and I still am learning it.
Sam Feingold: Talk to your teachers rather
than ranting about them.
Katie Forrester: I would say to focus on
your passions as much as possible and accept
that by virtue of that you will be average in
other areas. Keep up with your grades and
classes as much as you can, but never let
perfectionism or college acceptances be the
motivation for what you do. If you let your

areas of deep interest motivate you, prioritize
your mental health, and reject stress culture
and perfectionism, you’ll avoid feeling burnt
out.
Makenna Fugate: Take everything one day
at a time because if you don’t you’ll miss out
on the present.
Mya Genegrasso: Communicate and relax.
Allison Green: Do not take your grades
too seriously and have the most fun in every
situation.
Breona Green: Do your assignments on
time, don’t be afraid to push yourself, don’t
let senioritis consume you before you become
a senior.
Samuel Hagen: Take a class with Mr. Short
or you’ll regret it ; )
Patrick Hamilton: Do your work
Lead Hand: No ones going to care bout that
stupid thing you did a year from now so stop
worrying about it.
Charles Hastings: Invest in Bitcoin and
get rich like an awesome sigma male/female
Sophie
Heinold:
My advice for
underclassmen would be to pick a good
parking spot when you start driving to school.
Lizzie
Herring:
My
advice
for
underclassmen is to get as many hard
classes/APs out of the way as you can, so you
can enjoy your last years at SOA.
Tyler Herman: Do your homework.
Joseph Ho-Mueller: You’ll learn. Try not
to make the upperclassmen upset, but it is in
your genetics to be annoying. Grow out of it
as soon as possible
Benjamin Hudd: Work hard so you can
be lazy later. I know that sounds really
stereotypical, but in senior year you get
to exempt your year long class finals if you
have an A in your class you don’t have to
do your final. So work hard, be lazy, and
ABSOLUTELY find a balance between work
and social life. If you work too much you’ll be
burnt out and feel awful, but with too much
of a social life, you might have fun but then
grades and everything will go down, which
might be fine depending on the person but
if you want to get into a good college with
scholarships then keep working.
Anya Hutchins: My advice would be to
not let the little things get to you and look
forward to the bigger path ahead of you.
Alexander Jones: Don’t stress lol.
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Cameron Jones: Don’t procrastinate.
Emma Joyce: Advice for underclassmen
would be to start college essays early. You get
swamped at the beginning of senior year if
you have not started them yet.
John Kornahrens: Try to get involved in
whatever piques your interest, even if you
have the slightest interest, because you’re
bound to meet amazing people.
Sam Kresmer: Don’t take too many AP
classes.
Riley Main: If you care about what you’re
learning more than you care about what your
grades are, you will enjoy school more.
Marshall McArthur: Underclassman-school isn’t worth stressing about and neither
is getting into your dream college. Education
is important but not if it costs your health.
Charles McGuinn: Keep your head down
and trudged through, just don’t think about
it.
Estrella Mercado: Stick up for yourself in
everything you do. You only have yourself at
the end of each day.
Markayla Miller: Do your work…. I know
you don’t wanna but just do it.
Sylera Morrison: Take school seriously
and ask for help when needed.
Dixon Moss: AP Classes are not necessary,
and can actually be incredibly stressful.
Logan Murray: Don’t be discouraged from
pursuing what you want to in life.
Anya Newby: Cherish your time in
highschool
Chi Nguyen: Stay on top of your work
because everything will snowball if you don’t.
At least attempt to do some of it, a 50 is better
than a 0.
Lizbeth Perez Brion: “Good luck,
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Charlie!” If you
know you know.
Hunter Poole:
Save your easy
classes for senior
year
Esther
Ray:
Don’t take all
AP classes your
senior
year.
Please.
Aydan Reimer:
The best advice
I can give to
underclassmen
is to get to
registration early
and pick a good
parking spot because it takes an absurd
amount of time to get out of the parking lot
at the end of the day.
Piper Reinwald: Start your college
applications as early as you can because
it can become very stressful when you
procrastinate.
Lucy Richmond: Start doing your college
stuff wayyyy earlier than you think you
should.
Bojena Sabin: Don’t date anyone in your
friend group
Michelle Schultze: Join clubs, get
involved, try new things!
Julia Shook: Take your major seriously
but also have fun with it because you have
so much time right now to experiment and
enjoy creating things with other talented
people.
Julianne Smith: Now is the time to learn
time management. Major work is going to
start becoming a lot more intense, and so
is the academic work. As someone who was
used to coasting a bit, sophomore year was a
rude awakening.
Zane Sommons: I have no advice for
underclassmen.
Cayden Spitz: Just be nice to everyone??
Sophie Stalnaker: Try not to procrastinate
too much and go to school events like JJW
and prom.
Kylie Stephens: Your mental health is more
important than turning in an assignment on
time.
Madalyn Stisher: Every little thing you do
or test you take doesn’t define you.
Manny Summers: Do good your junior
year. Take easy classes your senior year.
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Lillian Sustaita: Don’t try too hard because
it’s not worth the stress.
Anna Temples: Go to math tutoring at
lunch.
Lilly Tipton: My advice for underclassmen
is to never take any day here for granted
because it goes by so fast. I’ve been here
since 6th grade and It has gone by way faster
than I thought.
Davis Varnado: Do you have any advice
for underclassmen? Don’t be afraid to speak
your mind when you see something that you
don’t agree with, it will often end up being
the best thing you can do.
Zen Vincion: School is not your whole life.
Make time for other things too, cuz those
things are honestly more important. Get a job
early, start a Roth IRA. Invest. Make money.
School doesn’t determine your position in
life, but everyone tells you it does. Don’t fall
for it.
Ella Waldron-Noren: To worry less and
realize that you have time.
Colin Ware: Don’t think about it too much.
Tristan Wells: Just be nice to people and
they will be nice back.
Justice Jaylen Wooden: Take advantage
of your opportunities through SOA. Every
performance or lesson is an opportunity
to enhance your education along with your
talent. It builds character and is something
that other people wish they had.
Aidan Wunderley: Please don’t feed the
geese.
Jonathan Yi: It’s never too late to do
anything. At any point in your life, you can
get thrown into a 180 and everything you
thought you knew about yourself and the
world around you changes, so when you
wanna do something, ANYTHING, plan it
out and do it. We’re all human too, don’t
forget that. Any issues or flaws you have with
yourself or flaws that you see in others are
fundamentally human. Don’t judge too hard,
but also don’t let anyone break your stride as
well.
Nikki Zahedi: Don’t bombard yourself with
AP classes and then not study or do anything
for it.

Visit our archive to flip
through our previous
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What are your plans after graduation?
Elijah Aiken-Dietz: College of Charleston.
Naja Aleem: I will be attending Xavier
University of Louisiana as a biology major
on a full ride scholarship (super grateful
for that). I hope to go to medical school and
become a gastroenterologist.
Isabella Andrews: I plan to attend the
Clemson University Honors College to major
in Environmental or Chemical Engineering.
Lauren Bailey: After graduation I plan
to attend the College of Charleston as a
biochemistry major and to then apply to the
medical university of SC in hopes to become
a pulmonologist.
Logan Baker: Right after I graduate, I
plan to sleep for two weeks straight. Then, in
the fall, I’ll be attending Clemson’s Honors
College to study biology, probably on a premed track. I also want to keep studying
writing and English in college.
Andrew Bednarczyk: I mean we’ll see
what happens, but I mainly want to continue
to run and grow my business and eventually
have a second location, a house, and a huge
boat.
Hannah Bendure: I am attending
Winthrop University as a Biology major on
a Pre-Medical track to become a doctor, with
possible minors in Spanish and Linguistics.
Davis Black: I’m going to be majoring in
psychology at Clemson in the coming year.
Caroline Blumer: I’m attending the
University of South Carolina’s Honors
College, double majoring in Spanish and
Global Affairs/Studies and possibly double
minoring in Mandarin and some form
of a creative art. My long-term goal is to
be an interpreter or ambassador for the
United Nations, which is not an easy goal to
accomplish, but I’m a determined person, so
I intend to make it happen. I’m planning on
studying abroad for at least two of my years
in college to gain more cultural knowledge
and advance my language skills. And ideally,
after I graduate, I will attend a graduate
school in Washington DC, or New York City
to further my education and become have
more formal training for a foreign affairs
position in the government.
Will Brown: I plan to take a gap year then
go to University of North Texas and major in
Journalism, write for the local newspaper,
then become the editor and chief of The New

Yorker, LA times, and Chicago Tribune. Then
I plan to retire at 35, move to New Zealand,
and live on a farm. I’ll likely hesitantly
come out of retirement to break the biggest
political scandal since Watergate, but then
retreat back to that farm in New Zealand
before anyone could ask where I’ve been.
Autumn Chaveco: Attending CofC for
psychology and moving downtown.
Sara Coggins: UofSC
Maggie Colie: I´m attending University of
Denver for music composition.
Clara Collins: I’m going to study Film and
TV at NYU Tisch! Other plans include buying
some overpriced salads in New York, arguing
with film bros, forgetting how to divide, and
hopefully being able to afford making art
without selling my soul to a corporation. I’d
also love to lose an Oscar or two.
Marcos Colon: To go to USC and study.
Adam Crosby: I’m planning to go to
Berklee, and become a solo artist. I want to
write and produce every aspect of my music
myself.
Haley Curtis: I am going to CofC and
majoring in health in hopes to become a
physical therapist.
Travis Dannecker: I will be attending
Inspiration baseball academy for a year before
going off to college in 2022. I will also be
playing baseball in Europe over the summer,
where I hope to face hard competition.
Maria Del Mastro: College, what else?
Avea Diamond: I plan to study music
composition at the College of Charleston and
to continue broadening my knowledge in the
arts.
Hannah Elledge: I will be going to Depaul
University in Chicago as a part of their
Honors program to study political science!
Sometimes I’m very excited to move to
Chicago and sometimes I feel like throwing
up, but life doesn’t stop for no one and no
thing.
Grace Estes: Move to the UK to study
pharmacy.
Delaney Faile: Take a break for the first
time in 4 years, lol. This fall I will be attending
the College of Charleston Honors College to
study Arts Management and Marketing! I’m
hoping to really get involved with Charleston
theatre as it starts up again.
Sam Feingold: I will be swimming for

Centre College.
Katie Forrester: I will be attending
Davidson College in North Carolina. I hope
to major in either english or comparative
literature and do an additional major in
either music or history. I would like to be
involved in Davidson’s literary magazine and
take music lessons there.
Makenna Fugate: To study Psychology at
Winthrop University.
Mya Genegrasso: I will be going to
Winthrop University for art education.
Allison Green: I’m so excited to announce
that in the fall, I’ll be moving to England to
attend Goldsmiths, University of London to
study Art History!
Breona Green: I plan to attend Roanoke
College and Major in pre-law.
Samuel Hagen: I might be developing
computer hardware, maybe studying
squid, developing new plants, who knows?
Whatever it is, it’ll be fun!
Patrick Hamilton: Studying business at
the Citadel.
Leah Hand: I’m attending Trident tech
for the first year so I can give myself time to
figure out what I want to do and then transfer
to a four year college.
Charles Hastings: I’m going to go to
Trinity College in Dublin and get my degree
in English Studies, try and gain experience in
the journalism field, and support myself by
pouring pints for thirsty Irish people.
Sophie Heinold: I will be attending
Virginia Commonwealth University in the
art foundations program and will declare my
major next spring (probably graphic design
or illustration).
Lizzie Herring: I am attending UNC
Chapel Hill as an Art History major, Studio
Art minor with big dreams of earning my
PhD in Art History. I am hoping to do grad
school abroad and then come back to teach at
a university in the US. Who knows though, if
I decide I can’t be a professor, you’ll probably
find m e w orking i n a m useum o r library
somewhere.
Tyler Herman: Get a job in computer
science so I can work from home in
sweatpants.
Joseph Ho-Mueller: I’ll be attending
the Berklee College of Music to pursue Jazz
Performance and Jazz Composition.
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Benjamin Hudd: From what I’ve seen
hardly any plans make it where you plan on
them going. I’ll be putting one foot in front
of the other until I find myself somewhere I
like.
Anya Hutchins: I plan to attend the
University of South Carolina Honors College
and major in International Business.
Alexander Jones: I’m gonna get a job in
the summer but I plan on attending UNC
Chapel Hill in the fall and I want to save up
to study abroad.
Cameron Jones: Go to college for an
undergrad and graduate diploma.
Emma Joyce: This coming year I will
be attending the University of Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music to major in violin
performance.
John Kornahrens: I’m going to the
University of South Carolina to study
advertising, and hopefully that will place me
exactly where I want to go.
Sam Kresmer: Going to Clemson for
engineering.
Riley Main: I will be going to Clemson for
an unknown amount of time for a yet to be
decided major but I will surely be doing new
things and that is what I’m looking forward
to.
Marshall McArthur: I am attending Johns
Hopkins Peabody Institute and getting my
BM in viola performance.
Charles McGuinn: College, then buy land
in a remote part of the world and live in
isolation on a self sustaining farm.
Estrella Mercado: I plan to release my
first album for the Nova Garden project and
continue to pursue my career in music.
Markayla Miller: Attending UCSB as a
biology premed major.
Sylera Morrison: I’m attending Clemson
University and then afterwards, I’m attending
veterinary school to earn my DVM.
Dixon Moss: Enjoy my summer with my
friends and head out to college.
Logan Murray: Go to the Citadel, study
Accounting at Tommy and Victoria Baker
Business School, and work at my family
business, Trader Joe’s.
Anya Newby: I will be majoring in art
history at College of Charleston.
Chi Nguyen: I have not decided on a major
but will be attending CofC my first year to
save some money and then transferring to
UofSC afterward unless something changes.
Lizbeth Perez Brion: I will be attending
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SCAD, so I hope to carry on with more Manny Summers: Going to college.
fashion shows and be able to come back one Lillian Sustaita: I will be running on the
day and show my teachers.
CofC track team and majoring in biochem.
Hunter Poole: College majoring in marine Anna Temples: My plans after school are
biology.
going to be a lot more school.
Esther Ray: I am planning on taking a Lilly Tipton: I will be studying music
gap year in Colorado to work for a friend of therapy at Appalachian State University
mine on her farm, and afterwards, I will be and hopefully after that get a degree in
attending the University of Vermont with a counseling.
women and gender studies major.
Davis Varnado: I plan to attend Davidson
Aydan Reimer: I plan to major in political College to potentially major in Anthropology
science at George Washington University.
and Theatre. Go ‘Cats!
Piper Reinwald: After graduation, I will Zen Vincion: Attending UofSC for
be attending The California Institute of the Aerospace Engineering.
Arts with a major in dance and a minor in Ella Waldron-Noren: I will attend the
film and television.
College of Charleston to study marine science
Lucy Richmond: After graduation, I am and studio art.
going to College of Charleston’s Honors Colin Ware: Maybe get a new car, maybe. I
College to double major in biology and music don’t know.
performance (specifically piano).
Tristan Wells: I plan to go to Clemson for
Bojena Sabin: College/backpacking in mechanical engineering.
Europe.
Justice Jaylen Wooden: I will be attending
Michelle Schultze: Get my (econ?) the University of Southern California Glorya
bachelor’s at Duke, maybe do grad school, Kaufman School of Dance in Los Angeles,
find a job that I like, learn how to bake a California as a BFA Dance Major w/ a
really good spanakopita.
concentration in dance performance and
Julia Shook: I plan to study Illustration at choreography and composition. I also plan
the Fashion Institute of Technology in NYC. on adding a minor in either cinematography,
Julianne Smith: I’m planning to double- communications, or business.
major in French and business at Agnes Aidan Wunderley: I am majoring in
Scott College. At some point I want to study theatre at the College of Charleston and will
abroad, maybe even get an internship, in a continue to do theatre in any way I can.
francophone country.
Jonathan Yi: Do Something Good With My
Zane Sommons: After graduation I’ll Life
be going to Chicago to become a furniture Nikki Zahedi: I’m going to CofC, still
designer.
undecided on a major though.
Cayden Spitz: I will go to college, and then
I’ll do whatever I feel
like.
Sophie Stalnaker: I
will be attending East
Carolina University as
a cello performance
major, with a minor in
health science.
Kylie
Stephens:
I will be attending
Clemson University
and
majoring
in
animal and veterinary
science.
Madalyn Stisher:
To go to University
Of North Carolina
Wilmington to study The Phoebus Quartet (Elaina Gable, Simran Mehta, Yosef
Nursing.
Chang, and Peter O’Malley), plays at James Island County
Park on June 6 for an audience of roughly 140 people.
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What was your most memorable moment at SOA?
Elijah Aiken-Dietz: Too many to choose
from.
Naja Aleem: Every second of our 8th grade
DC trip, and probably the first d ay o f 6th
grade.
Isabella Andrews: My first convocation
when I was surprised at how well the school
cultivated everyone’s art and how involved
and supportive everyone was towards each
other.
Lauren Bailey: Probably when during a
vocal concert and the fire alarm went off and
Mr. Rogers encouraged us to keep singing as
the audience evacuated.
Logan Baker: I have so many random
memories from my seven years at SOA that
remind me of what makes this school special...
live concerts at lunch and in the halls, Egypt
Day festivities, Jump Jive and Wail...Some
of my favorite memories are from Creative
Writing, especially on deadline days or class
trips. It’s hard to forget everyone screamsinging Fireflies on the bus on the way to Fripp
or the feeling of camaraderie that comes with
begging (in a very dignified m anner) f or an
extension from Hammes, Hart, or DeTib.
Andrew Bednarczyk: The three hour
break In the middle of school in which we
would all go out for lunch.
Hannah Bendure: One show that I did
with Mrs. McKinley in my sophomore year
was the best show that I have ever been a
part of. The cast meshed really well and I had
the opportunity to be a part of the band that
we incorporated into the show.
Davis Black: All the times I dropped things
on the stage during the band concerts.
Caroline Blumer: I have lots of memories
that I hold close to my heart, but I would
have to say I remember moments that
are encapsulated in emotion. I remember
when Mr. Hammes’s first c hild w as b orn; I
remember watching David Bowie’s “Ziggy
Stardust” and Madonna’s “Material Girl”
with Ms. DeTiberus; I remember Ms. Hart
telling us to please watch after ourselves and
be safe on our last day of school before the
quarantine started. All these moments were
filled w ith e motion i n their p urest f orm for
me, and consequently, they are moments I
hold onto dearly. I think my overall most
memorable moment was a couple of years
ago. I must have been a

freshman, and it was Senior prank day. The
halls were filled with decorations, people
clung to the breezeway’s columns outside,
hollering and screaming, and I remember
thinking to myself what it must feel like to be
eighteen years old and finally graduate from
high school. I immediately envisioned myself
at eighteen and thought of all the things
I would have done by now. I was clearly
delusional because I thought I would be at
least 5’8”, (I barely reach 5’3”), have at least
one tattoo, (my parents would have ensured
I would no longer be alive), have a significant
other, (homegirl does not have time for that),
and thought I would be going to Harvard.
(Umm, I don’t even know what to say to that
one). Now, I look back and cherish all those
wishes I had for myself. I’m so glad I have
the opportunity to reflect and see that those
really aren’t the things I want for myself.
Put quite simply, that memory allowed me
to realize I’m excited to be growing into the
person I’m becoming.
Will Brown: Any time going to Ms.
Derrickson’s office and talking with her and
Ms. Smith.
Autumn Chaveco: My first convocation.
Sara Coggins: 8th grade band trip
Maggie Colie: Whenever we’d be singing
“Total Praise” at Music Down In My Soul and
I’d think, “In a little while, we´re going to be
the seniors holding hands at the end.”
Clara Collins: Seeing the theater majors
perform a show I wrote was very cool. Also,
getting the creative writing flag at Lake
Logan!
Marcos Colon: The fight in the strings
room freshman year.
Adam Crosby: Band trips were a lot of fun.
Haley Curtis: My first convocation because
I remember how scared I was.
Travis Dannecker: My most memorable
moment at SOA was probably the vocal trip
to New York, because we got to explore the
city and sing in Carnegie Hall in front of
thousands of people.
Maria Del Mastro: Memorable moment? I
can’t remember.
Avea Diamond: My first strings concert.
It was something so new to me at the time
and it will always be an important memory
of mine.
Hannah Elledge: My most memorable

moment was when this girl (I won’t name
names, but you know who you are) threw up
in the creative writing classroom while we
were reading Cathedrals.
Delaney Faile: It would either have to be
the New York trip my sophomore year with
vocal where we performed in Carnegie Hall
or late night Walmart runs on vocal All State
Trips.
Sam Feingold: I vividly remember
leaving Mr. Orvin’s first-class and feeling so
unbelievably happy, excited, and lucky.
Katie Forrester: My most memorable
moment at SOA was reaching the top of a
mountain after hiking for hours in North
Carolina with the other creative writers. We
had a beautiful view and all ate lunch together
at the top of the mountain. It was such a fun
tradition to participate in and I got to talk
for hours with other students I never got the
chance to get to know as well.
Makenna Fugate: When I spilled water on
my friend’s jeans so we had to dry them off
in the ceramics room with a blow dryer while
she wore shorts from the lost and found.
Mya Genegrasso: When I told my teachers
that I was completely accepted into college.
Allison Green: Not one memory in
particular but arriving late most days looking
super cute has been amazing.
Breona Green: My most memorable
moment at SOA would be everyday in the
CW classroom.
Samuel Hagen: AP Computer Science, with
all the enlightening moments and bumbling,
idiotic screaming that came along with it.
Absolutely Brilliant.
Patrick Hamilton: The strings field trips.
Charles Hastings: The last day of school
before quarantine last March when everyone
was talking about how we might get school
off for a couple of days in a few weeks.
Leah Hand: I do not wish to disclose.
Sophie Heinold: The most memorable
time at SOA was switching from middle to
high school and meeting all of the new kids
that joined our class and not knowing who
you would end up being friends with.
Lizzie Herring: I have had many very
embarrassing and also wonderful experiences
at SOA but I think this one takes the cake;
the time that my friends and I “rescued”
some baby geese that had wandered into
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the breezeway and got separated from their
family. If you’re imagining this as a very
chaotic moment, you’re right, it was.
Tyler Herman: I don’t really have a
moment, I’ll just always remember the
people.
Joseph Ho-Mueller: Jump Jive and Wail
my sophomore year.
Benjamin Hudd: When I found an
abandoned goose egg with Delaney Faile
and Maggie Colie, outside the building and
we rushed inside to get Ms. Mortensen who
had an incubator. We were very proud of
ourselves for saving that goose egg and Ms.
Mortensen took really good care of the egg,
but sadly the goose didn’t make it. Still made
for a memorable moment.
Anya Hutchins: My most memorable
moment at SOA would be performing my
dance senior thesis that I choreographed.
Alexander Jones: Dunking for apples in
Mr. Orvin’s class freshman year or maybe
like the first jump jive and wail.
Cameron Jones: Going to Chattanooga in
8th grade.
Emma Joyce: My most memorable
moment at SOA was performing my senior
thesis with orchestra as a concerto winner,
because it was like a reward for all my hard
work over the past 4 years.
John Kornahrens: My first SOA live solo
performance was during Dr. Cusatis’s Rolling
Stones Tribute Concert in my freshman year.
Anytime I do solo work now, I remember the
nerves and uncertainty that little freshman
me had just four years ago, and how far I’ve
come from there.
Sam Kresmer: Most memorable moment
was playing at JJW.
Riley Main: The entire Louisville theater
trip but mostly learning it’s pronounced
“Loovull.”
Marshall McArthur: My most memorable
moment at SOA was playing at my senior
thesis.
Charles McGuinn: The forensics field
trip!! Also, Jump, Jive, and Wale, 2020.
Estrella Mercado: Screaming The Box by
Roddy Rich under the Vocal Risers.
Markayla Miller: Mr. Miller’s class..
Enough said...
Sylera Morrison: There are so many but
my favorites were always theater competition
trips. So much happened whenever we went
out of state, and I loved all of it.
Dixon Moss: Most likely senior year when
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Corona had destroyed the world.
Logan Murray: Vocal’s yearly Music Down
In My Soul concert.
Anya Newby: Creating relationships and
seeing the people I love every day.
Chi Nguyen: Walking 0.7 miles and then
running across Savannah Hwy from Chickfil-A to an escape room during Junior Year
for Mrs. Greig’s Forensics field trip. She also
said we would get donuts but that didn’t
happen.
Lizbeth Perez Brion: My very first day
walking through the doors of the school.
Hunter Poole: Winning Prom Queen at
senior formal.
Esther Ray: Jump Jive and Wail 2018. It
was hands-down the best school dance I’ve
ever been to.
Aydan Reimer: My most memorable
moment at SOA was finally completing my
senior thesis after years of anticipation.
Piper Reinwald: My most memorable
moment at SOA was when I helped
choreograph and put together the powderpuff
cheerleading routine for our junior year. Our
class’s dance was hands down the winner for
the halftime show.
Lucy Richmond: My most memorable
moment at SOA was any moment with my
friends, especially parking spot painting and
senior skip day.
Bojena Sabin: When they played “Pumped
Up Kicks” at a school dance.
Michelle Schultze: Pre-COVID quizbowl
nights. At school, playing scrabble during
English II and flash games during Lang.
Julia Shook: All the little moments I spent
with my friends during study halls or before
class.
Julianne Smith: Hiking for multiple miles
in the wrong direction on an annual creative
writing trip and then getting harassed by a
bee while I was trying to finally enjoy my
lunch.
Zane Sommons: My most memorable
moment is when Ms. Cimballa’s plant was
misplaced.
Cayden Spitz: It will probably be my Senior
Thesis. It’s like a culmination of all my time
spent at SOA.
Sophie Stalnaker: My most memorable
moments were playing in the Gaillard for
our Christmas concert and getting to go to
Chicago with the Symphony for Midwest,
both in my junior year.
Kylie Stephens: My most memorable
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moment at SOA was ordering uber eats in
jazz class junior year, and sneaking through
the breezeway to go pick up my food.
Madalyn Stisher: The excitement of
Powderpuff a nd b eing a ble t o h ave school
spirit as a unified grade.
Manny Summers: Playing at prom my
10th grade year.
Lillian Sustaita: Cyber bullying the whole
band major.
Anna Temples: Probably when they played
“Pumped Up Kicks” at one of the school
dances and all the lights went off? Wack.
Lilly Tipton: I think my most memorable
moments have been the holiday performances
with strings and vocal. Whether it was in
middle school or high school, they were
always special.
Davis Varnado: Getting to go to France
and Spain with my French class, and getting
scammed out of 30 euros at the base of the
Eiffel Tower.
Zen Vincion: Getting #1 bass in the state
for Vocal.
Ella Waldron-Noren: My friends and I
getting caught in the rain with our art, and
the daily talks in the art room with Avea.
Collin Ware: Being a spork.
Tristan Wells: The Christmas concert with
both the strings and vocal.
Justice Jaylen Wooden: My most
memorable moment at SOA is definitely
from my first year, when we performed in a
winter holiday show! It was a lot of fun and I
had the opportunity to perform with people
in every major.
Aidan Wunderley: My most memorable
moment was either when the revolutionists
won 3rd place at SCTA or making a fool out
of myself as a clown in the circus sophomore
year.
Jonathan Yi: https://youtu.be/
jbdshR88oQo
Nikki Zahedi: Our sophomore year play,
You Can’t Take It With You. It was probably
the closest we’ve all been as a theatre class.

Follow Applause on
Instagram at
@soaapplause!
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The Southeastern Wildlife Photography Competition recognized
SOA Arts Majors Reflect on 2021 there,
one student with a 3rd Place ribbon and Youth Art Month awarded

another student with Best in Show for the state of South Carolina.
The South Carolina Federal Duck Stamp Competition featured work
Middle School- Mr. Damond Howard
from our students who took two 1st Place ribbons, two 2nd Place
ribbons, two 3rd Place ribbons and a runner-up for Best of Show
(also receiving a 1st Place ribbon). The PTA Reflections Competition
In Sixth and Seventh Grade Visual
recognized yet another 8th grade student with a 1st Place ribbon and
Arts, the fallout from Covid-19 impacted
still another skilled 8th grader took 1st Place at the North Charleston
us in unhelpful ways. Our approach to
Arts Festival.
commonly used equipment, supplies and
High School visual arts majors dominated every competition
materials, which can normally be shared
they
entered.
Scholastic Art and Writing Awards alone brought 92
in an art class like scissors, rulers, pencil
Regional
Awards,
including Honorable Mentions, Silver and Gold
sharpeners, devices/machinery, sinks,
Keys.
At
the
National
Level, for the 1st time in the history of the
cabinets, and other stationary tools, had
department,
a
visual
arts
senior earned the prestigious American
to approached differently if shared at
Vision
and
Voice
Award.
In all, 2 Silver Medals and 2 Gold
all. Covid-19 precautions also impacted
Medals
were
also
awarded.
The Southeastern Wildlife Birdhouse
teaching. Zoom meetings and Canvas,
Competition
can
be
described
as nothing less than an SOA Sweep!
our web-based learning management
Our
9th
graders
earned
1st,
2nd
and 3rd place! Speaking of sweeps,
system, posed difficult challenges, but
every
single
student
in
9th
and
10th
grade was awarded an Honorable
it also created new opportunities for
Mention,
1st
Place,
2nd
Place
and
3rd Place ribbons, with 4 of our
innovation in lesson delivery, planning
students
taking
home
runner-up
for
Best
of Show and 1st Place, Best
and grading. Both remote and in-person
_________
of
Show,
placing
15th
in
the
nation.
A
1st
Place ribbon was earned
students were successful in adapting to
by
a
12th
grader
for
Youth
Art
Month,
Regional.
PTA Reflections
new modes of learning. But despite the
Competition
was
impressed
by
9th
and
10th
grade
work, awarding
challenges we faced, we still engaged with and participated in three
two
students
with
a
1st
and
2nd
Place
ribbon.
The
North
Charleston
off-campus a rt competitions/exhibitions a nd w e a chieved noteworthy
Arts
Festival
recognized
a
12th
grade
visual
artist
with
a
1st Place
accolades. In the 2020-21 PTA Reflections C ontest, Q uinn P ., a Sixth
grade Visual Artist, was awarded the “Award of Excellence”, and Amelia
C., a Seventh grade Visual Artist, was awarded the “Award of Merit.”
Award of Excellence artworks are advanced to compete at the National
level against other Award of Excellence entries from other states. Amelia
C. was also awarded the Honorable Mention ribbon in the Youth Art
competition of the 2021 North Charleston Arts Festival. Additionally,
this year, Mr. Howard taught Visual Arts to Ninth and Tenth grade
Fashion and Design artists, and we learned in February that Max V. D.,
a Ninth grade Fashion and Design student, was awarded the Honorable
Mention for an original illustration in editorial/political art, in the 2021
Scholastic Art & Writing Awards competition.

Visual Arts

Amelia C.

High School- Ms. Anne Cimballa and Ms. Barb Richardson
What is there to say about this year that hasn’t already been
expressed? Visual Arts majors in grades 8-12, meeting online and inperson, were tasked with creating meaningful, original works of art
that demonstrated skill, artistic growth and personal vision, while
juggling non-traditional school schedules, disruptions in daily life, a
new set of fears and a new level of anxiety, the absence of socialization
and peer support, and in some cases illness and even death in their
families.
Ms Richardson and Ms Cimballa met in August to discuss how
to provide fundamental instruction, emotional support and motivation
in a year that was surely to be like no other. So many unknowns. They
would have been happy just to have their students show up. And show
up they did.
This group of visual artists represents one of the most
winningest student bodies the department has ever seen. Proud
doesn’t begin to describe how their teachers feel. In 8th grade alone, 6
total awards for the Scholastic Art and Writing Competition, ranging
from Honorable Mention to Gold Key, were earned. Not stopping
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ribbon and an Honorable Mention. An 11th grader was chosen as one
of Piccolo Spoleto’s Rising Stars. Continuing on the theme of Art in
the Community, the Charleston City Paper awarded an 11th grader 1st
Place (and the cover for their Special Edition!), while two seniors took
2nd and 3rd Place. Last but not least, for the second year in a row,
one of our incredibly talented 12th Grade Visual Arts students claimed
one of the biggest and most prestigious awards that could be handed
down, 1st Place for the 6th District Congressional Art Competition,
and will have his work travel to the Capitol where he will be recognized
in person at their awards ceremony.
All of these accolades peppered throughout the year only
highlight the work done by these students to beautify both our campus
community and our neighboring communities. You can see their mural
work in Mount Pleasant, at Shem Creek, Downtown Charleston at Club
Forte Jazz Lounge, and the James Island County Parks Splash Zone.
If that’s not enough, please visit us on June 14th, from 5:30-7:30pm,
in our own cafeteria to see (and purchase!) the work done by our most
talented Senior Class!
They say good art is born from adversity. We say our students
have the ribbons and scholarships to prove that this is indeed true.
We will miss the Class of 2021 deeply, but we look forward to keeping
things amazing and inspiring next year and in the years to come.
Anne Cimballa
Barb Richardson
XOXO

Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Ms. Erin Small

The 2020-2021 school year has been very eventful in the Deaf/
HH program! It was hard working with Zoom due to video delays
blocking communication, but all students were in-person by the fourth
quarter.
Once a month, we had online meetings with all South Carolina
Deaf programs, featuring various Deaf individuals that work in
medicine, academia, film, and more. We also did a virtual field trip to
NTID to learn about the Deaf program available at Rochester Institute
of Technology.
We signed Silent Night with Vocal majors for their Christmas
performance. It was outside and with masks on, but we made the best
of it.
Marion Major studied auto collision repair at the Cooper River
Center of Advanced Studies and hopes to make a career of auto body
repair.
This summer, Marquis Larry and Katerin Figueroa will be
participating in CCSD Summer Camp, while Alfonso White, Rio Dong,
and Ian Greig are attending a culinary camp at Trident Technical
College.

Piano

This has been a strange and challenging year in piano. In
spite of all
of the obstacles that we have had to endure, we have
been able to do some recordings in place of the in-person concerts.
In jazz piano, the students recorded a winter concert in December
and a Spring Concert, which will be available to view on June 2nd.
In classical piano, the students did a concert series (4 recitals) in the
late fall and these videos were posted on our Facebook page on the
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SOA Piano website. In April, the seniors recorded senior thesis with
their parents sitting in the audience. These videos are going to be put
on the Facebook page, as well. In early June, the underclassmen will
be doing recordings for an end of the year concert which will consist
of some ensembles, two piano duets and a couple of three piano trios,
along with solos. These will be posted in mid-June.
Two of our senior piano majors will be continuing as piano
majors in college next year. They are Lucy Richmond (College of
Charleston) & JT Ho-Mueller (Berklee College of Music).
This year, we had several students participate in various
competitions. Two students, Vanessa Nguyen (7th gr.) & Ian Proctor
(8th gr.), won their division in the Sonatina Competition. Ian
Proctor also won the PTSA Reflections competition for his original
composition. Vanessa Nguyen also was a 1st alternate in the SC Music
Teachers Association competition and was an honorable mention in
the National Music Teachers Association competition for her division.
Daniel Huang (7th gr.) won 1st place in the concerto competition at SC
Music Teachers Association competition.
We had roughly 22 students participate in the Achievement
Day Competition. Ninety-five percent of these students made an
“outstanding” rating. Four students were selected to perform on
the Honors Recital—Emma Fang(8th gr.), Miranda Hartnett(11th
gr.), Vanessa Nguyen(7th gr.) & Ian Proctor(8th gr.). Tallon Tirozzi
(6th gr), Randy Villariza (8th gr.) Thomas Nguyen (8th gr.) & Grier
Abercrombie (11th gr.) were all selected alternates to the recital. We
also had nine students participate in the State Piano Competition with
many “outstanding” ratings.
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Band

Mr. Ken Turner
The SOA High School Bands have experienced a year of
tremendous growth and development with Director of Bands, Ken
Turner, while also adapting to a completely new way of doing business
due to Covid. We started the year slowly, because so many of our
students began the year virtually. We were not able to have our annual
school-wide event, “Jump, Jive, and Wail,” but by December, we were

able to present a concert of our two Jazz Bands and two Concert Bands
at Riverfront Park in North Charleston. In January, we were very
fortunate to be able to have our students audition for All-State Band,
All-State Jazz, and the Region Bands, and we had an outstanding
showing. Of the 92 students in the HS Band Program, we had 52
students earn a spot in one of these three ensembles! The remaining
concerts this year were recorded in the RMMT and shared virtually via
YouTube. We were able to have our end of the year Awards Banquet at
James Island County Park. We featured our outstanding Jazz Bands,
where we performed a number of selections that would have been
played at Jump, Jive, and Wail!! Next year, our bands are poised to
make a strong comeback, with hopefully everyone back on campus.
We plan to apply to have our Wind Ensemble featured at either the
2022 SCMEA State Convention, or the 2022 USC Band Clinic and
Conductor’s Symposium. In addition, we plan to bring back Jump,
Jive, and Wail on October 30, 2021!! The location and theme will be
announced at the beginning of the 2021-22 school-year. Make plans to
be there!!

Creative Writing
This year the Creative Writing Majors at SOA have continued to
cultivate their voices, hone their skills, and garner recognition on the
national stage, earning hundreds of awards in some of the country’s
most prestigious writing competitions, including the University of
South Carolina’s High School Writing Contest, PTSA’s Reflections
contest, Hollins’ University’s Nancy Thorpe Poetry Contest, and the
Poetry Society of South Carolina’s Skylark Prize. In addition, student
work was selected for publication in the competitive Rattle Young
Poets Anthology and for production through the Blank Theater’s
National Young Playwrights Festival, and our creative writing students
in grades 7 – 12 received a remarkable 191 regional and 8 national
Scholastic Writing Awards (the nation’s oldest and most prestigious
contest for teenage writers), including a Silver Portfolio for a senior
thesis selection.
The 6th grade began their year with poetry. Each student wrote
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several imagist poems as they explored the importance of concrete
imagery, metaphor, simile, and symbol. They also wrote a novel in verse
inspired by Sharon Creech’s Love that Dog. In the spring, students
were introduced to fiction. They wrote two short stories and several
vignettes, centered around secrets, lies and real human conflict.
7th graders focused on fiction during the first semester.
They studied plot structure, pacing, conflict, dialogue, point of view,
flashback, and characterization within a short story and crafted
four extensive pieces that explored these techniques. In the spring,
they studied poetry, creating works that employed sensory imagery,
allusion, pop culture, and persona. They researched the work of a
selected contemporary poet, engaging in critical analysis as well as
writing a poem in their chosen poet’s style. They sent letters to the
poets, conveying what they admired about their work and what they
learned through close analysis of it.
8th graders began their year studying fiction and wrote two
full-length short stories, centered around experience and perspective,
narrative voice, folklore and magical realism, as well as ways in which
writers plant their endings early on in a story. The second half of
the year they studied poetry and experimented with various forms:
an epistolary poem, a Golden Shovel, a pantoum, a prose poem, and
finally, a sequence poem. They analyzed a wide range of examples and
the different ways to approach each of these forms, finding their own
avenues of expression and creativity through the restrictions and long
traditions that these forms offer.
9th graders began the year with Advanced Poetry Workshop,
studying a range of canonical and contemporary poets. They wrote
poems that employed extended metaphors and drew on inspiration
from Robert Bly’s method of Leaping Poetry as well as from science
and scientific metaphor. As a part of our community outreach, they
participated in a virtual exchange with Somerby of Mount Pleasant, a
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senior living center, where they heard history come to life and wrote
narrative poems that told their partners’ stories. In Advanced Fiction
Workshop, they wrote two short stories and several vignettes, and
studied a number of advanced fiction techniques like minimalism,
crisis of faith, human prejudice, narrative uncertainty and the role of
the objective correlative.
10th graders learned to craft a script for the stage and the
screen as well as how to write and perform slam poetry and, in the
process, produced a film script, a play script and a solo slam poem. In
Nonfiction Workshop, students wrote essays exploring their personal
flaws and prejudices as well as a braided essay about both a talent
and a struggle and an extensive essay about the life of someone they
admire.
11th graders studied thematic obsessions, form, and style
in Finding Your Voice, learning to identify their own voice through
a thematic series of poems and lyric essays. Finally, each student
analyzed their own work and wrote an artist’s statement in order to
solidify their creativity achievements and goals. In the Place and
Gender course, 11th graders took an in-depth look at what role both
locus and gender play in the alchemy of creating a work of literature.
Students wrote three linked episodic stories based on a fictional place
as well as personal essays and stories about the culture in which they
find themselves and some aspect of nature in their unique locale. In
addition, students wrote a story from the point of view of the opposite
gender, challenging themselves to see from another perspective.
The intensive yearlong Senior Thesis course afforded 15
students the enviable opportunity to learn the ins and outs of the writing
profession. They each worked one-on-one with a renowned writer to
write, revise and publish an original 100-page book, now available for
purchase at Amazon.com. The year culminated in a record number of
state, regional and national awards, along with a well-attended virtual
and in-person Senior Thesis Reading.
For all their hard work and dedication to their craft and for all
their countless awards and recognitions this year, the Creative Writers
truly deserve a big round of applause.
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in residence program had seven invited choreographers/teachers
for middle school and high school. The dance styles this year were
Polynesian Fire stick dance, Irish Dance, Modern, and contemporary
Dance.
The guest artist in residence program is designed to enrich and
enhance the dance curriculum, and the students are always excited
and sometimes apprehensive about learning new dance techniques!
We love to challenge our students to do it all!
The Annual Departmental Performance included all of our
students’ performances and will be available shortly for students and
families to enjoy. We are very proud of our dance majors and how they
dealt with all of the changes and last minute scheduling issues due to
COVID!
Junior and Sophomore dance majors in the month of May have
given local elementary and middle schools a virtual dance class during
the day. We want to provide this outreach service to students who
cannot take classes outside of their home due to COVID and introduce
them to what dance is at SOA.
The dance teachers worked tirelessly this year to keep dance as
normal as possible in spite of everything, and they sought out creative
new ways to have their students shine!

Theatre

Mr. George Younts
Challenging times full of many obstacles has been the overlying
theme for all schools, teachers and arts instruction for the 2020-21
school year. The theatre department began with a 10 to 90 percent
ratio of face to face learners versus zoomers, and as we progress, that
ratio has inverted itself. Now we are 90 percent face to face and 10

Dance

Ms. Kristin Tillotson
The Dance department never ceases to inspire its students and
its audiences.
This year, due to COVID, students wore masks and stayed in
10X10 squares on the dance floor. Floors were sanitized after each
class and students brought their items back and forth from home. Also
due to COVID our shows were performed in the RMMT but recorded
for virtual viewing parties.
In “Dancing With Color,” the annual 8th grade dance
performance, the students were inspired by photographs they took
and created their own work.
Junior Composition produced two shows this year, this first
in the fall with an evening of original dance choreography inspired by
abstract art, “Art in Motion,” and then in the spring works inspired by
famous choreographers, “Masterpieces of Dance.”
Senior Thesis amazed our virtual audiences with two shows. In the
fall show, the students tackled social issues such as homelessness and
abuse, and the Spring show was based on concepts such as chance
methods, staying attached, breaking the fourth wall, and dancing in a
4X4 square!
In our final few months, the dance department’s guest artist

James Island
Dental Associates
smilesforcharleston.com
L. Thomas Weir, DDS
James Thomas III, DMD

Voted Best Dentist & Best Dental Practice
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percent zoomers. Restrictive parameters meant students got a lot of
individual attention with the constant adapting and creation of new
curriculum by the teachers along with the added benefit of reviewing
their work via video. The department has been able to offer recordings
of students’ work both semesters. Senior Thesis, Shakespeare cuttings,
Grimm’s Fairy Tales, the Hobbit, Stand-up Comedy, Card Magic and
a multitude of student-created one person performance pieces have
been produced this year. Also, in the high school state competition,
the annual SC Theatre Association’s Virtual One Act Festival (virtual
for 2020), SOA grabbed several kudos. Now, as we approach the end of
the year, a few outside in person (with proper masking and distancing)
performances will be happening for both the High School and Middle
School. We want to thank everyone for the tremendous support this
year. Here’s to a good future.

June 2021

completed two theory books and are working on learning some music
history.
We have missed our live performances and field trips, but have
made the best of the year through fun and meaningful music!!
High School- Dr. Christopher Selby

Well, it was a challenging year, but the high school string majors
did a great job overcoming obstacles. We had over 60 students qualify
for Region Orchestra, and on May 1, we had 27 HS string students
participate in All-State Orchestra in Columbia. Because of Covid, it was
a one-day event instead of three, and parents had to transport students
to and from the event, but we are still very happy to have provided this
experience for the students this year. In January, we had 14 Seniors
perform their Thesis Recital. Since audiences were not allowed this
year, the orchestras recorded concerts in December, March and May for
Strings
their parents and family members. What I will remember most about
Middle School- Ms. Susan Mears
this year was the fear of getting Covid at the beginning of the year, and
The Middle School Orchestra, or The MSO, has been very the deep exhaustion of trying to motivate zombie-like students who
busy this year despite Covid!!! We started our year with a spectacular are all spaced out and wearing masks. I”m glad to have this year in the
showing in the State Solo and Ensemble Festival! 31 Solos and books, and ready to start a more normal year in the fall.
Ensembles entered the festival and received 10 Excellent, 19 Superior
and 2 Superior Plus Ratings!!
Fashion-Ms. Kelly Martin
Next, we focused on Region Auditions, with 38 students from
the MSO making it into the Region Orchestra!
Despite a difficult year, we were able to adjust our usual inThose students went on to audition for All State and 19 students person showcases to the pandemic and bring attention to the Fashion
were selected to attend this year’s All State Orchestra event. YES, we and Design major through partnerships with clothing brands and art
did!! The event was held at the Columbia Convention Center with all institutes, displaying student work on local networks like ABC4, and
the necessary precautions and the students were able to rehearse and newspaper coverage of our fashion show. At the beginning of the year,
record their performance all in ONE day!!
the future of our major was uncertain, and it was unclear whether we
Even though we weren’t able to provide our friends and families would be able to hold auditions and bring in new talented students to
with the 20 year tradition of our Holiday Performance with the MSO continue learning about design. I worked hard to ensure the program
and MS Vocals, we did record a video of some fun Holiday Music and stayed afloat through appearing on Lowcountry Live to showcase the
had our own celebration of Holiday Music!!
hard work and accomplishments of our designers. Board members
In May, the MSO is recording our “Year in Music,” featuring then generated interest in auditions for the major through advertising
songs that we have been working on all year and some that we have to businesses and middle schools across the Charleston area, and the
only been working on for a few weeks!
response from our community was astounding. Many businesses, such
We are particularly excited to bring Trow Weeks, 8th grader, as The Citadel Mall, reached out and helped us make this year special
for our students. We were extremely happy to be able to produce a
final show to highlight all the hard work our designers have completed

Provided
A photo from the high school Strings program’s May concert

back to the podium to conduct the Posthorn Serenade by Mozart/
Dackow. And, we have two soloists, Kate Selby and Zach Butler,
performing a Cello Concerto by Vivaldi!
In addition to our performance oriented activities, we have also
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this year, and we looked to the changes the fashion industry has
made in the last year to help us design our show around Covid. All of
this was coordinated while we continued both in-person and virtual
learning, which posed its own unique challenges due to the handson nature of our major. The process of planning the show involved
helping designers with their sets, coaching over one hundred models
on professional runway walks, and attempting to create a safe yet inperson model for the show which resembled high-fashion shows that
have remained safe within the last year. In the end, we were able to
put on a fantastic show, receiving attention from SCAD, BJU Fashion,
Art Institute Atlanta, Palmetto Scholars Academy, Charleston Mayor
John Tecklenburg and First Lady Sandy Tecklenburg, and CCSD
Superintendent Dr. Gerrita Postlewait. We were also able to ensure
the future of our major at SOA. I’m so proud of all the work our
students have put in this year.

A Message from Dr. Cook
to the Class of 2021
To the Class of 2021,
You are children who have lived
through a pandemic that brought the world
to a screeching halt.
You are neighbors who have
volunteered and served your local and
global communities as society sought to
right the wrongs of the past.
You are students who were
enveloped in a virtual world that threatened
to isolate while protecting.
And you are artists who refused to allow the challenges of the
last two years to overshadow the dreams and goals that pave the way to
your future.
We stand in support of you, clap and cheer you on and will
always be proud of you.
Your forever fan,
Dr. Cook

A Message from Dr.
Griggs to the Class of
2021

Seniors, Welcome to a new and
changing world where you will be the key
players for your generation. With the
technological changes that are constantly
improving, you will be the revolutionaries
moving us into our evolving global society.
Be creative, be daring, and enjoy the time;
because it is your time.
Congratulations,
Dr. Griggs
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Vocal
Delaney Faile

Even with Covid regulations prohibiting group singing,
Vocal directors Robin A Rogers, Heather Hammond Caffarel, as
well as our new director Dr. Ousley managed to make the best of
the year! Vocal students, both in person and virtual, focused on
individual musicianship skills, becoming master music theory
students and sight readers. The Vocal Department welcomed Dr.
Ousley, the Charleston Southern University’s Director of Choral
activities, as our newest director. He is no stranger to Vocal, having
led the Show Choir retreats for the past two years, and this year he
used his choral and team building expertise to strengthen the
department in choral technique and teamwork.
On a cold day in December, Vocal filmed their annual
Holiday Concert outside of the RMMT. Unlike past Holiday
concerts, the middle school and high school singers performed
alongside each other, singing holiday classics such as “Winter
Wonderland,” “Go Tell It On The Mountain,” and “Joy To The
Word.” Despite the chilly weather, the Vocal Department put on a
wonderful performance that friends and family could watch online.
This year, the Vocal Department had the highest number of
students from any school in the state selected for ACDA All State
Middle and High School choirs as well as SCMEA All State. SOA
singers Zen Vincion, Meredith Hungerford, Delaney Faile, and
Brett Hunter received the top audition scores in the state for their
respective voice parts. Though SCMEA All State was cancelled,
high school Vocal students were recognized for their talent and
hard work.
Karaoke Fridays became a new beloved tradition in the
Vocal Department, allowing solo singers in all grades to shine in a
variety of genres such as pop, Broadway, classical, jazz, rock, and
many more. Vocal Seniors Maggie Colie, Delaney Faile, John
Wesley Kornahrens, Logan Murray, and Jonathan Yi performed
their senior theses in the RMMT. Their performances consisted of
songs in a variety of genres and languages and Maggie Colie’s
thesis featured three original pieces performed by herself, Sammy
Oronce, and a string quartet. Aubrey Oates also performed her
senior thesis, performing three pieces while battling Leukemia for
the second time. She performed at James Island Baptist and was
joined by her brother Evan for a duet.
To finish off the year, the Vocal Department was able to
have a live outdoor concert for friends and family. It featured
beloved music of the 70s, solo performances, and some student
favorites such as “Total Praise.”
Despite a year of challenges, Vocal found ways to safely
continue singing, learning, and performing thanks to directors
Robin A Rogers, Heather Hammond Caffarel, and Dr. Ousley.
Congratulations to SOA's 2021 Valedictorian, Michelle
Schultze, and Salutatorian, Mia Lassiter.
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Rio Dong Reflects on the Struggles of
Virtual Learning
by Thea Putney

Kenya Hines

Thea Putney continued her series of
interviews with students in the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing program here at SOA;
this time, she talked with Rio Dong
about his experiences with virtual and
in-person learning.

Provided

Nadja McGlone: Since graduating SOA I was accepted into
the Womenswear program at FIT and was the 2019 Michael
Kors Scholarship recipient! This scholarship was given to me
personally by Michael Kors himself and is a full ride to FIT that
included a year studying abroad in Milan, but unfortunately that
program was canceled due to the pandemic. :(
LP: How’s FIT?
NM: FIT is an amazing school for
designers and business students, and I
definitely recommend anyone with an
interest in fashion to apply. I honestly
wouldn’t want to attend any other college.
How has SOA contributed to what
you do now?
NM: SOA was my first exposure to an
arts specialized school and made me
want to attend an arts college. I love being
around all kinds of artists, not just fashion
designers. I also was able to create a well
rounded portfolio of art and clothing that
other kids my age didn’t have yet.
How did being a fashion major
specifically help you?
NM: Being a fashion design major helped me so much at FIT, and my
first year in my design courses was a breeze because I already understood
the basics. Also, everyone I’ve met here in the city has been so impressed
by the quality of our SOA fashion shows when I show them my runway
photographs-they can’t believe it was a school run event.
What are you most excited about in the years to come for you?
NM: I’m most excited to start officially working in the fashion industry
in NYc and continue my own fashion brand, Nadja Monet Designs.
What do you look forward to the most about graduating?
NM: I’m going to start my first fashion related internship next spring
and I hope that will turn into a job once I finish school.
If you could come back, is there anything you would do
differently
differently?
NM: Not being so mean to
Mrs Baker (hahaha <3) and
taking more AP classes,
because they actually save you
so much money in college. It
sounds so cliche, but seriously
listen to your major teachers
because what they teach you will
help you in the industry and
you’ll have an advantage over
your peers in college.

Provided

TP: Was virtual school harder or
easier for you as a deaf person?
Why?
RD: I would say virtual school was harder
for me as a Deaf person. Trying to pin
the interpreter in a Zoom meeting of 30
students is hard, and if someone shares
the screen the interpreter can disappear
or get really small and hard to see. Trying
to see the teacher and the interpreter at the same time was also really
hard.
TP: As a hearing impaired person, do you have unique
advantages that you think hearing people wouldn’t have?
RD: If I’m in a noisy room or there is an annoying sound, I can just take
off my cochlear implants and not hear any of it. Also at night, I sleep
super well because there are no sounds to bother me when I take my
cochlears off.
TP: What did you miss most about in person school?
RD: I really missed my friends and teachers and being around people.
TP: What did you feel were the benefits of virtual school?
RD: You don’t have to wake up so early and get ready for the bus! And
when you’re sick, you can still go to class so you don’t miss anything.
TP: What did you feel were the disadvantages of virtual
school?
RD: Again, not being able to see the interpreter sometimes, and internet
connection could be awful sometimes and videos would lag or I would
get kicked out of the Zoom. It was really annoying.
TP: How did the process with virtual school work with you
and your interpreter?
RD: Sometimes I would use the pin tool in Zoom for class, for lectures,
and stuff. B ut i t w as b est w hen m y i nterpreter a nd I c ould l eave the
Zoom and set up our own google meet so I could see her clearly and we
could communicate better. Then she could explain to me things I might
have missed in the crowded Zoom.
TP: Did you enjoy virtual or in-person school more, why?
RD: I definitely enjoy in-person WAY more. I am not stuck at home by
myself. I have a partner to work with and an interpreter to help clarify
things for me. It is so much easier to be here, I am glad my parents let
me come back!

Where Are They Now
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A Farewell to Ms.
Fairchild

Middle School Math Teacher Ms.
Fairchild, who has taught at SOA
Lizbeth Perez caught up with 2018 SOA graduate Nadja McGlone,
for nearly twenty-five years, will
who will graduate from FIT in 2022, to discuss her work and
retire this year.
what being a fashion major here taught her.
Katie Forrester: What drew you to the subject you teach,
and what do you enjoy about teaching the age group you
Lizbeth Perez: Since graduating, what’ve you been up to?
teach?
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for everyone, but if you are passionate about your artistic endeavors
and want to surround yourself with people that have the same desires,
this is your home.
My last piece of advice: If you are torn between your art major and
an academic endeavor for college, don’t be afraid to double-major. I
majored in both Mathematics and Vocal Performance. It was one of
the best decisions of my life. I studied math for my head and music for
my heart. SOA allowed me to blend the two loves of my life and build
a career where both of these worlds collide.

SOA Students Make a Difference at Johns
Island Farming Nonprofit
by Logan Baker

On Saturday, April 3rd, SOA students and their friends and
families met up at Sweetgrass Garden on Johns Island for a day of
community service and learning more about the environment and our
impact on it. The farm, which features a few acres of fields, greenhouses,
chicken coops, and Hugelkultur bins (built using a German technique
that utilizes decaying wood to enrich soil), was founded in 2010 by
cardiologist George Taylor, who volunteers at the Barrier Island
Clinic and saw
a need for fresh,
nutritious
produce in our
communities.
According
to
Jennifer Wicker,
Sweetgrass’
longtime farm
manager,
Dr.
Taylor’s “vision
of starting a
nonprofit farm
and recruiting
volunteers
to
grow
produce
for those in
need of healthy
food developed
into an educational, hands-on experience for people from all over the
country.”
Sweetgrass’ mission and impact have certainly both
expanded since the farm’s early days. Wicker says that the farm,
which “started with two acres of land that had been used as a trash
dump for many years,” has since “evolved into a model for service
learning, permaculture principles, organic growing, soil building,
natural beekeeping, and community relationships.” This level of
community involvement is evident on any given Saturday, when
volunteers from all over can be seen walking the grounds, watering,
planting new seedlings, and feeding the chickens, goats, ducks, and
resident tomcat, Leo. Sweetgrass regularly works with The Citadel,
the College of Charleston, Trident Tech, Charleston Collegiate School,
Circular Church, Sea Island Hunger Awareness Foundation (SIHAF),
James Island Outreach, and many more organizations. Grants from
different institutions, including the Town of Kiawah, the USDA, the
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), and the Sustainable
Agriculture Research and Education program, allow the farm to grow
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Ms. Ann Marie Fairchild: I always loved math. I found that I was
really good at it in middle school when I would tutor all of my friends
on how to do the homework and prepare for tests. My first 6 years
of teaching were at the high school level. I started teaching middle
school at SOA because that was the grade that Rose Maree Myers was
interviewing teachers for back in the spring of 1996. I quickly came to
learn that I love middle school students. They keep me young. :)
KF: What first drew you to want to teach at SOA?
AF: I have a specific memory regarding learning about SOA. I was
directing the youth ensemble at my church. Three of my youth
members were in the 7th grade at “the new arts magnet school” that
everyone was talking about. I clearly remember Joshua Strickland
saying to me, “Ms. Ann Marie, you should teach at my school. We’ll
need teachers for 8th grade next year. It’s perfect for you.” At the time,
I was also singing with the Charleston Symphony Chorus along with
Ed Ritchen, the first band director at SOA. I heard he was teaching
here, so I began to inquire about the school. He gave me Ms. Myer’s
email address and so it goes from there. At my interview, I remember
walking the halls and thinking, “I want to teach here until I retire and I
want my children to go to this school.” Both boxes have been checked.
KF: Do you have any specific favorite memories at SOA that
you’d like to share?
AF: Some of my favorite memories come from when I taught my sons,
Joshua and Jacob, when they were 8th graders. As a parent, that’s as
good as it gets - it’s something you share with your child that is very
unique. My boys got to see me do what I do. Both of the years that they
were in my classroom, 2007/2008 for Josh and 2011/2012 for Jacob, I
introduced myself to the students as “Mother Fairchild” (aka Mom). At
that point, I taught the entire 8th grade, so EVERY 8th grader referred
to me as “mom.” Many of them called me mom until they graduated.
KF: What have been the most rewarding parts of being an
educator here?
AF: The most rewarding part of being an educator at SOA is getting to
see the students as they grow throughout high school - watching them
mature artistically and academically. It has been a great privilege to be
a part of each student’s life for more than just 1 year. Think about it...
most 8th grade teachers have to say good-bye at the end of the year. I
have been able to stay connected with students as the years pass.
KF: What are you looking forward to in retirement?
AF: I’m looking forward to having a more flexible schedule. My
husband and I want time to travel during months when it’s not hot
outside. Guaranteed, I’m going to stay active and hopefully I’ll still
stay connected with SOA.
KF: What will you miss about teaching at SOA?
AF: My favorite part of teaching is building relationships. That’s the
whole point of teaching for me. I love my students with my whole
heart. I also think math is really cool to teach. I like to see the ah-ha
moments when things click for a student.
KF: Is there anything you’d like to let your former and current
students know, or any advice you’d like to give them?
AF: To my former students: Thank you for always allowing me into
your life. Fair-children forever!!
To my current students: What a bizarre and wonderful way to end my
teaching career. I’m thankful that God put us together for this year.
You guys are great!
General Advice: I hope you can look back at your time at SOA as a
gift. Sometimes it can take a couple of years to draw this conclusion people leave thinking it will be better elsewhere, only to find that they
had an amazing opportunity and squandered it. Granted, SOA is not
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and utilize its resources with maximum positive impact.
SOA students have been volunteering at the farm for years. I
first went out to Sweetgrass in seventh grade, looking for a good place
to get service hours for Junior Beta Club. The things I discovered—a
landscape constantly changing with the seasons, a weekly opportunity
to learn more about sustainability and our impact on the environment,
and a family of volunteers committed to making our community
healthier—have undoubtedly shaped my worldview and helped me
understand my place in our environment.
Though the pandemic restricted the number of volunteers
at Sweetgrass, things are beginning to pick back up. Since the day
of the service project in April, many SOA students have returned to
harvest food and continue caring for the gardens. Students are taking
the initiative to continue their education in both environmentalism
and teamwork, and Creative Writing Junior Ned Walpole attests,
“The amount of things a healthy, hard-working team can achieve
is extraordinary.” Thea Putney, a sophomore Theatre major, was
surprised to find out “just how many things were on a single plot of
land,” and she also loved learning about the many different purposes
each animal and plant serves on the farm. Volunteers head out to
the farm every Saturday from around 8:30 to noon, and summer is
only increasing the amount of work to be done. If you’re looking for
a headstart on your service hours or simply a place to get your hands
dirty and learn about the world around you, check out Sweetgrass
Garden. You’re sure to find something that makes you see the place
you live in a different light.
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yourself?
SH: This season was obviously pretty different because of COVID and
having last season cancelled, so I did a lot of training in the off season
in preparation for my senior year. Once the regular season started, I
worked really hard to refine my hurdle form as well as getting in the
best shape possible during workouts. I tend to do a lot of overthinking
before I race (possibly too much) in hopes that the race will then work
itself out naturally. I go into the race trusting all of the work I put in
at practice, but with hurdles, you have to prepare for the possibility of
mistakes and how you must adapt if that were to happen.
EF: What were your best times this year, and what titles did
you win?
SH: Starting out this season, my best 400 meter hurdles time was a
1:06 which is what I ran at the state meet in 2019. The entire season
was really working to get down to that time again, so for most of March
and April, my times were around 1:07s and 1:06s. Due to COVID
restrictions we had mainly small, local meets where I was undefeated.
Our one larger meet before State was Bob Jenkins Coaches Classic in
April, where I placed third in both hurdle events and second in long
jump. Later in the season at region, I was awarded Region 7 5A Girls
Track Athlete of the Year for winning four events and finally beating
my time with a 1:05, as well as the SCHSL Scholar Athlete Award and
SCHSL All State award for winning 400 meter hurdles with a 1:03.
EF: How did you feel after the competition?

Senior Sophie Heinold Wins State Hurdle
Title
by Ella Fritz

Applause caught up with SOA’s 2021 state champion hurdler, Sophie
Heinold, who won three medals at the South Carolina High School
Track Championship in May and was named Region 7 5A Girls Track
Athlete of the Year.
Ella Fritz: Where did you begin participating in track and
how long have you been competing?
Sophie Heinold: I started track with the Mt. Pleasant Track Club
when I was eight years old and have competed for Wando since
freshman year, making ten years total.
EF: How did you train for your track and field events? What
techniques do you use when out on the track to center

SH: I was very shocked that I won considering I was ranked third and
had been beaten by the girl in first place several times. My goal was
to get both the 400 meter hurdle and 100 meter hurdle records, and
considering I got both as well as placing first and third (and fifth in
long jump), it was a great way to end my track career and I was very
happy with how I did.
EF: What are your plans for the future?
SH: I will be attending VCU to pursue art and I don’t currently plan
on running for their team. I will always be a runner, just no longer
competing for a team.
EF: What inspired you to become a track athlete, and who
are the big influences and role models in your life?
SH: My sister and mom are the ones that inspired me to start track.
My mom did track in high school and once my sister started, they
were able to convince me, and I loved competing on the same team as
my sister before she graduated. My family and coaches are my biggest
influences and supporters, as they always motivate me to work hard
and stay focused.
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SOA Athletes
Compete in
Junior
Olympics

Sports

Two SOA strings majors, Kate
Selvitelli and Luciano Cusatis, and
two vocal majors, Britni Johnsen and
Emma Norton, have been competing
this spring for St. Andrew’s Parks and
Playgrounds track & field team. All
four have been placing consistently
in their respective events and will
head to Columbia for the USA Track
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& Field Junior Olympics State
Championship in late June.
Pictured clockwise are Luciano
(shotput), Kate (100 meter
hurdles), Britni (400 meter dash),
Luciano (long jump), Britni (high
jump) and Emma (400 meter
dash). The team is coached by SOA
English teacher Dr. John Cusatis.
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Answers

8. Lilli AudierJohnson

5/10

7. Hannah
Washington

Amelia Dietrich
11th Grade

5. Rhode Island
4. Justice
Washington
3. Hannah Elledge
2. Tiger
1. Duke

1. Harvard
2. Tigers
3. Idk
4. Idk
5. Rhode Island
6. Idk
7. Idk
8. Adam Crosby
9. Only best girl in
the world Caroline
Glad
10. 3

6. Travis Dannecker

1. Duke
2. WAA
3. Tigers
4. idk
5. Idk but that’s
crazy
6. Rhode Island
7. Travis
Dannecker
8. Hannah
Washington
9. idk but
congratulations
idk
10. 6?
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1. Despite COVID making college admissions even more
selective, many seniors have managed to secure a place in
a top university. This includes Michelle Schultze, who is
attending what university situated in Durham, NC in the
fall?
2. A lot of you know Nicolas Tuemler, a certified short king
and the self-proclaimed sophomore class president. You
do? Well if you know him so well, what is the school mascot
of his new college?
3. Many students are attending prestigious honors colleges
next year, including this senior. What senior will be attending
the DePaul Honors College in the fall?
4. This senior has a history of being an amazing dancer who
is unafraid to speak his mind. What senior will be attending
USC (the one in Cali) in the fall?
5. Two incredible visual artists in the senior class, Leighton
and Enrique, will be attending RISD in the fall to study
Design and Illustration. What state is their college in?
6. What baseball-savvy senior will be attending the
Inspiration Academy in Florida in the fall?
7. This senior vocal major has wowed people with her
amazing voice and her smarts. What senior will be attending
Howard University in the fall to study psychology?
8. What fashionable senior will be pursuing a contract with
IMG modeling in New York in the fall?
9. What senior fashion major will be a proud scottie of Agnes
Scott College in the fall?
10. How many seniors, in total, will be going abroad for
college? (no peeking at the college map btw)

Susan White
9th Grade

Provided

by Charlie Hastings
This will be, regrettably, my last trivia issue. So I have to say,
the past two years of talking to all of you guys and quizzing you about
useless information have been so much fun. So thank you everyone
for making Trivia, and Applause, so special. I hope this will keep up
when I’m gone.
With that out of the way, let’s quiz our resident SOA freaks
and geeks on their knowledge of our outgoing seniors to celebrate our
graduation. What college are they going to? What do they want to do
as a career? Who’s going to be rich and famous and who’s just going to
be another cog in the system? Let’s find out!

9. Caroline Gladstein

Senior Trivia

Questions:
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News

10. Five

June 2021

3/10

Senior Map

Page 62

June 2021

Where is the Class of 2021
going to college next fall?

United Kingdom

South Carolina

June 2021

Help a senior find
their diploma!

Page 63

Novelties

SOA Sudoku

College Word
Search

June 2021

“Emma Joyce. She’s
motivational, and knows how
to be there for people when
they’re struggling, mentally,
physically, and emotionally.”
Kalea Vincion, Sophomore
Strings

Question of the Month

“Brianna Breckinridge. She’s
really kind, smart, and super
talented.”
Morgan Schatmeyer,
Sophomore Theatre

Kyla Conyers. She’s always
happy, hopeful, and has a
positive attitude. She can
overcome roadblocks during
adverse situations, and
greatly balances her school
and sports life.

Page 64

“Lauren Bailey. She helped me
feel more confident in myself and
has been a parent figure to me for
so many years.”
Avery Tumminia, Junior Vocal

Ms. Fields, Counselor

Who’s an SOA
senior that
inspires you?
“Em Hales. She’s awesome
and hilarious.”

by Ella Fritz

Cole Fritz, Seventh Grade
Theatre

“Haley Curtis. She’s really
determined, sweet, and puts
herself before others.”
Ella Tolbert, Sophomore
Theatre

“Katie Forrester, she’s such a
beautiful writer.”
Miss Hart, Creative Writing

“Charlie Hastings. He just
wrote a book!”
Kiera Davis, 8th Grade Dance

“Katie Everman. She’s
sweet and caring and super
hardworking.”
Grace Martin, Freshman
Dance

“Mya Genegrasso. She’s really
persistent with her art and the
technique and material she uses
portrays her ideas really well.”
Eva Durinsky, 6th Grade
Visual Arts

